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at
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Law,

Another fair season is at band. State,
associations have
town
County and
Parkei
T.
Ralph
issue»! their prize lists and arranged for
tieorue l>. Btsbee,
their anuual exhibitions. In a recent
L. BUCK,
trip through different sections of the
State 1 saw billboards in every town
Surgreon Dentist,
covered with (taming posters advertising
M ΛΙΝΕ
SOUTH PARIS,
the various fairs. Railways have made
special rates iu nearly all cases, and
All my best work warranted.
now it rests with the public to decide as
to the amount of patronage each society
Κ. II. P. JONES,
shall rece:ve.
As a rule the fair associations deserve
Dentist,
a more hearty support from people in
MAINE.
NORWAY.
the farming sections than they have received in the past, for these annual exOilice Hours— !» to 12—1 to 4.
hibitions are of great value from an edu"RATIO WOODBURY, A.M.. M.D..
cational standpoint to every tarmerand
every member of his family.
Here may be found all of the various
Physician & 8urgeon,
breeds of horses, cattle, sheep, swine
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
and poultry, shown in their different
Mice and residence, 14 High Street.
classes, aud eve.y opportjnity is, or
should be, given to compare breed with
'■"·"·
breed, ami to study their characteristics
at
Law,
and
their adaptability to various conAttorney
ditions. Asa rule all animals seeu at
MAIN*
NORWAY.
the larger fairs will have received much
CollerUoe* a spe a.»;,
llorne Β oc*.
special care and treatment, all of which
is necessary to get them into the very
I KI'.KICK Λ I ARK,
best condition to compete successfully
at
Law,
Attorneys
for prizes offered, and also to show to
visitors just what the breed aud the inMAINE.
BKTHR1.,
dividual are capable of doing. And
Rllerr C- Park
\ Mtsou K. Herrlck.
this process of fitting or training is of
value to every visitor at the fair, al• UN 3. HARLOW,
"
way
though we still fiud an occasional
back" who scoffs at the cow or the sheep
Attorney at Law,
that
is
"fixed
to show.
MAINE.
up"
DlXFlELD.
I have a great mauy times heard visitors at the shows explain to their friends
/•Ι.ΑΥΤΟΝ Κ. BKOOKS,
that "them sheep never breed, they
keep 'em just to show arounda t fairs ;
Attorney at Law.
and when 1 have shown them 'heir lambs
Notary Public.
they looked at me as if wondering what
kind of a yarn 1 would «et off next. But
MAINE.
Sol'TH PARIS,
the great majority of visitors appreciate
Collection» receive my prompt personal attenseeing all the livestock in the very best
tion
Krmlttani en made day claim Is j>ald.
showyard conditio i, with braided mane
1
matters reported on promptly.
and tail, with polished horns, and silky
Coat, :md the sheep cleaned and shingled
—and I would almost forgive a man if he
lett them in just a little betier form thau
nature gave them—for here, as iu no
Surgeon,
Veterinary
other place, should the best be seen, tinSouth Ρ·ΓΪ»,
Telephone.
most perfect type or form of every kind
Otliee and Residence,
Maine. of livestock. It is he β the farmer, or
it Hijtii street.
the farmer's boy, learns to fix type in
their mitd and receive inspiration for
PUOBATE NOTICES.
better work at home. The winners at a
To all |>er>Ons Intereste·! In either of the estates
large show may not be profitable as
hereinafter named :
breeders in the "hands of most people,
At a Probate Court held at Rumfont Kails. In
but they show' the possibilities of the
and for t'ie County ofOxford.on the thlrd-Tuesone
thousand
Lord
of
our
\
.In tin-year
breed, aud in that way are a means of
nine hundred and three, the following matter
education to all who see them, and, as a
for
the
action
thereu|»on
iieen
presented
iuvlng
rule, the exhibitors are willing and
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby OKi>£K£U :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Inanxious to show their animals to all who
to
lie
order
terested, by causing a copy of this
wish to examine them. The horses, catpublished three weeks successively In the Ox- tle and
sheep may be, and prob. bly are.
fonl Democrat, a newspaper publl-hed at South
Kart-, In -aid County, that they may appear at a
blanketed; the blankets aie necessary to
Pro!.«te Court tu be held at far!*, ou lite
keep the η clean and in good condition;
Hani Tue-day of Sept, A. D. lûuS, at nine of the
but 1 have never known of any exhibitor
clock In the forenoon, and be Beard thcieon If
tfiev see cause :
refusing to slip the blanket for auy one
who wished to examine the animal.
Pails, deceased ;
i. Ko. L. mki.LKN Lite of
Of all the Eastern shows there are
will an I petition for probate thereof presented
by .laine.- S. Wright, the executor therelu named. none that can compare with our own
Stale fair in Syracuse in either the numK, M M A M SWIFT late of Purls, deceased;
ber or .piality "of exhibits. Every breed
Swlit
petition for the apnolntment of Chandler
of horses, cattle, sheep, swine aud poulor Mune other suitable person as administrator,
widower.
Chandler
swift,
presented by
try is recognized.
Typical specimens
breed are always shown in the
runnel K. NKWMAS, ward; petition of each
best condition, aud prizes are awarded
for license to se l and convey real estate presented by Henry H. Luce, guardian.
bv judges who are recognized as experts
iu that kind of work. Γhe exhibit of fruit
HARRIET E. BLAKE late of Dix Held, de
ceased; tlr-t a< < .uni presented for allowance by is always one of the great attractions at
Henry C. Smith, trustee.
Syracuse, and is not equalled in the
number of varieties, or quality of speciSIMON S. STOW ELL late of Paris, dec» ascd ;
Any
tit.;» account présente·! for allowance, also petimens, by auy show in America.
tion for order of >iUtrlbutton of balance remain
wide-awake farmer should be able to
lu< In Ills hands, presented by .lame-. S. Wright,
BundHorticultural
learu enough in the
administrator.
ing alone to repay him well for a visit to
ADDISON K. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court.
the fair.
A true «x>py—Attest
The exhibit of machinery is one of the
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
will be
very best in this country, and
NOTICE·
larger than ever this year, and will include every kind of improved machinery
Will I*· sold at Auction. Thursday. Sept. 24. at
in use on the farm. Best of all it is a
ten o'clock λ μ the following real estate and
of
personal proj>e. .y, situated In the town
clean show. There is no "midway" on
I'lxtleld. oil the road !eadln< .font I >iχ tie Id vilthe St-ite fair grounds, no noisy "barklait* to Kerry*!» Mills, Carthage, on a pari of the
ers" or half naked females in human
James C. l>aiifoith farm, so called.
2
1
new
Bolter,
1 Birch Saw Mill containing
form to disgust decent people; but
In
Strippers, about a to H I*. liôl'er an<l Eux ne
rather a grand collection of the best of
al>-'iit
#1"*)
wltli
land.
of
<1
3
acres
go
repair,
worth of carpenter's tools, with many other tool·
every kind of production of the farms,
too numerous to meutlon
breed iug establishments, orchards, daiG. M 111*ΚΙ».
ries and manufacturing establishments.
Admliil-trator.
And there are a large number of counthat
try exhibitions throughout the East
NOTICE.
are doing a grand work for the farmers
and which deserve a liberal patronage.
The subscriber h rebv given notice that he
A lew days spent at the shows each year
lias been <luly appointed administrator of tliu
> <kue of
with the entire family will prove a profitΛΒΝΚΚ Κ limns, '.ateof Poiter.
able investment of time and money, pr«>In the County of <>χford, deceased. an·! given
vided the best shows are patronized and
All persona having
bonds as the" law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased aie
the object of going be to learu more of
an<!
settlement
for
desired to present the same
the value of improved breeds of liveall luilebte·! thereto are rvtjueeted to make ρ ·>*stock, of the best varieties of fruit, and
ment I mine· llate'v.
EDWAKI' til BBS.
how to produce it, looking up improveAugust 1Mb. 1MI3.
ments in farm machinery, and last, but
NOTICE.
by no means least, making the fairs a
time for an outing, a reunion of the best
in ibe Plirtrlct Court of Hi·· Culte·! States for the
farmers in the section of the State where
Idstrlct <>f Maine. In i<ankruptcy.
1
lu the matter of
it is held.—Cor. in Tribune Farmer.
In
Bankruptcy,
C'l.AKK
M1KAM
[
of fart*. Bankrupt I
C'ark In
Hiram
of
creditor»
To the
Prospects of the Corn Crop.
the County <-f < »xford an<l district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 22nd «lav of
Corn is very largely a failure iu New
Clurk
Hiram
said
the
lUUt,
August, Α. IV
The best that can be hoped
Bret England.
was >l ily adjudicated ankrupt, aud thai the
can be cut and curmeeting of his creditors wld be held at the for is that the forage
9th
Court House, In South Parts, on the
ed or put into the silo before it is seriouso'clock
10
at
l>.
A.
l'.wl,
of
Sept.,
day
Farmers will
frost.
at which time the said ly damaged by
In the forenoon,
look to the West for a supply
creditor*
may atteud, prove their claim·, naturally
the
bankrupt, of corn for feeding out. But even that
appolut a trustee, examine
and
transact such other business as may source of
supply is likely to be very
said
meeting.
properly come before
The
restricted.
much
government
South" Parts, August J-tth, 1mh3.
shows that corn is
UEO. A. WILSON,
report
monthly
crop
Keferee In Bankru try.
in
below
much
expectation yield throughout the corn states, and that Missouri
and Kansas are actually the lowest
among the twenty states enumerated.
The Breeders' Gazette sums up the matter in the following terse paragraphs:
"The corn crop situation is simply
summed up. It started late, it is yet
as late as it started, and in some cases
In other words, disappointmore so.
ment has befallen hopes and expectations that July, the usual month of
forcing corn weather, of the cracking
heat in which corn revels, would stimuOF
late the crop to unwonted growth in its'
In the Southrace with the fall frosts.
and
ern country the crop is assured, and a
one it is.
Throughout most of
W
Is bow located at POWÏRN'
*}" good
deal very
SIC Ρ \ ΚΙ.ΟΚ» opposite DEPOT, MM Til the corn-belt Nature must
PAHI«t, WKME»DAY, THl B'DAÏ and leniently in the matter of weather if
I ΚI It \Y of each week.
sound corn is cribbed from the growing
fields.
Advance·! students as well as beginners
"July weather broke the record for
taken both privately and In classes.
coolness, just when it should have broken the record for heat if apprehensions
for the corn crop were to be allayed.
Even corn planted at the usual time is
behind its normal growth this season,
and is in almost equal danger with that
which was delayed in finding seed bed.
Iu the northern sections not a few fields
Nothing but the
are fairly hopeless.
wishing to engage lessons
of Indiau summer well iuto
Pupils
prolongation
call or address,
October would enable fanners to husk
POWERS' NEW MUSIC PAR- well-matured ears from them, but over
South Paris, most of the corn-belt a little lateness of
LORS,
enable the most of the
Box 335, or Violin School, 514 Con· the season will
of frosts.
corn to get well out of the way
Maine.
gr**s St., Portland,
Uufortunately August has not lent a
the
CARL LAMSON,director.
helping hand. On the contrary low
and succeeding
winds
and
rains
SJOHOLM,
Manager.
AUELBEKT
in
temperatures have held the plant
check. Some soft corn seems a certainif there is not a
ty, aud it will be luck
at
lot of it. This is the corn situation
this time."—New England Farmer.
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The requisites for forcing dwarf tomathe same
toes under glass are practically
Dr. Austin Tenney,
a night
as for the tall-growing varieties;
OU degrees
temperature of not less than
with 70 degrees or more during the day.
Will be at Exhibition Hall, Nor· The soil should never get very dry,
and the house, as a general thing, should
way Fair Ground·, the last two dayi
be kept moist.
of the fair.
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Ε. LIVINGSTON

The articles of Dr. Smead and Mr. Dow
the sbeep and dog question contain
valuable suggestions, but they do not go
OmvrUjhU 1903. bu S- UvitujtUm
far enough to meet the situation in ConPrucoit
necticut. Our law like that of Maine
and probably most of the other New♦ ♦ ♦
Englaud States, taxes every male dog ?!
as
times
several
and every female dog
much, and the sheep destroyed are paid
4+ ********** * If» Η Η Ή «« t*
for by the towns at a certain rate. But
light when an unexpected Incident ocas Mr. Dow says, the law protects the
CriAPTER I.
curred. Within the liberties of tbat
dogs far more than the sheep, which, in
SMALL jKMiItoutlal party wns prison. which soumis anomalous, une
fact, it does not protect at all, while the
doing shot drill witliiu tlie foui or two married warders were accomdogs are virtually licensed to run at large
and do all the damage they please at tho
frowning walls of a military modated. u«uong tiieiu Parr. There was
cost of ?1 a head, only a small fraction
prison—not. owing to certain re- of course no communication whatever
of this damago generally being paid by
assigned foi between the disciplinary and the dopairs, on tlie spot
the towns. By this arrangement the
: hat purpose, but In a space abutting
mestic quarters. Nevertheless as MurState virtually pays for the annihilation
ou the quarters of inferior otticluls.
phy for the hundredth time put down
of a most valuable industry. The law
This operation is performed by sueh and lifted up his shot an apparition
is absolutely worthless for the protection of sheep, though it brings some hardened villains as have manifested appeared as improbable in that scenc
The farmer wants their villainy by a disinclination to of discipline as a look of human brothrevenue to the towns.
erhood or a gentle word admitting posprotection, not damages. It is estimat- work and an inclination to swear.
ed that there were onco over 400,000
As a further instante of prison persi hie community of guilt. Murphy forAlof
Connecticut.
State
in
the
sheep
the depraved and melancholy rot.thc usual ache In bis back and his
Now versity
most every farmer had his tlock.
wen· mostly pale, and of them
bead, which a recent experience of
in
a day's sijuad
tlock
a
find
will
scarcely
you
sulkiest brer.d and water diet had heightened,
of Murphy was the palest, the
know
I
Hocks
two
The
only
journey.
and. taking him in prison perspective, as the thing—this was exactly how he
are small, and the owners of both have
the worst, lie had formerly been ad- expressed it in bis own mind—fluttercases against the towns for damages by
mired through the cell walls by his fel- ed down. It came, In fact, from the
dogs.
One million dollars a yoar is a low es- lows for Ills powers of howliug at ab- married warden's quarters alluded to
timate of the loss which the people of normal hours and knocking his furni- and bad no right whatever near the
Connecticut suffer in the loss of the ture about, but since he had made ac- wild beast show.
sheep industry by worthless dogs, and quaintance with a certain penal InIt was a little girl. She stood In α
the cost of feeding the dogs, deaths from strument he had become less popular sort of
butterfly attitude Just alighted,
and
of
children
the
rabies and
maiming
because less entertaining. Yet his gifts as it were. |Hilscd on the very jwints of
of
attacks
the
savage
others through
were still existent, only diverted, and
her small feet, with In·" hands clasped,
dogs are not included in the estimate.
"Make a dog hud the grandeur of his present ideal a halo of silvery flaxen bair waving
It is right to say:
his brother rascals about her pale face In the breeze of ber
property and compel the owner to keep beeu known to
him on his own premises." It is tho many would have admired him more own intense astonishment, her big sen
greatest folly to allow that one of our than ever. This ideal was nothing less blue eyes, bigger even than nature had
domestic animals which is the most than getting his own special guardian made then·, riveted on the strange,
dangerous, which can scale every fence otticer. Parr, by the scruff of the neck formal game at ball which the players
and escape from the scene of his mischief
and returning to him. with any little seemed to enjoy so little. She was not
most easily, to go at large at the price
extras which the happy moment might exactly pretty, having a 'pinched look
of ?1 a head. Bnt it is not enough to
iminspire, that which I'arr bad caused and eyes all too wide, as If they exwith
kill
to
"Allow
anybody
say:
himself to sutler.
plored a wider world than this. Her
punity such as are not restrained." Murphy
I'arr and Murphy were always at bend, on its slender flower stem of a
Kill a dog under these circumstances
.mil you make his owner your enemy for odds.
They acted uncomfortably on throat, was drawn Just a little aside by
life and yourself the object of his venge- each other's temper and nerves, as a lilac scar. lier arms were very thin.
to
run
ful spite. Those who keep dogs
men do in clubs and messes, without Hut. despite this and an ugly frock of
it large are not always noted for their
exactly knowing why. In clubs and violent blue, every dull eye tbat caught
careful conscientiousness or their acute
a vision of her turned soft for. at any
messes, however, men can get away
<enso of justice, while they often have a
from each other, but a prisoner and rate, a second.
kind of morbid sensitiveness about their
Friends or foes,
cannot.
Some were quite capable of brutality
dogs, so that no oue cares to incur their his warder
45 and the originally and bad become more bo
enmity bv killing them. As a matter wet or line, sad or gay. C
of fact, nobody does kill the unregister- otticer presiding over his corridor must while there, because the penal machine
ed dogs in Connecticut as any one has needs have a prolonged If formal and necessarily grinds harder on the underthe right to do.
side. I am not sure of their reception
litful companionship.
Declare that dogs not kept on the ownTherefore the pair of foes saw a great of an angel. Such a visitor, as belongimmediate
his
under
or
er's premises
deal too much of each other for their ing to the side of- principalities and
control belong to nobody and are a
mutual comfort and Improvement. To powers, might have Inspired opiiosltlon,
a
and
nuisance,
pay
dangerous public
endeavor to cow a fellow creature, but this was different. This miniature
would
as
them
for
you
killing
bounty
smVeed. is not In phantom of delight had never been in
for killing wolves, foxes or skunks, were whether you fall or
to prison before, having resided, for the
they equally numerous. Then some- the long run really pleasanter than
beneflt of her health, with a tender
^
body would "make a business of killing endeavor uot to be cowed.
hearted old granny In the country.
I'arr and Murphy, as the two largest
them, and, supported by the law and a
The little thing stood poised, glancing
just public sentiment, could afford to men in the prison, were occasionally,
as
he
take the risk of such enmity
might to tlie former's disgust, playfully com- from one joyless face to the other, with
incur.
pared in the warders' mess. The like- varying mirth and gravity, like a fairy
Besides the great profit of the industry,
ness ended there. I'arr was aggressive- godmother uncertain where to bestow
as to
Connecticut
to
are
important
sheep
and ruddy, with tlie her favors. Then suddenly. Just as
the other New-England States for many ly clear skinned
reasons.
They would keep down the rot.nd til lit' eyes of a superlatively good Murphy, with beads of perspiration
bright red hair, beautifully aliove a heavier frown than usual and
brush and briers and noxious weeds baby,
which are everywhere overrunning our parted, and a solid, unmoved Saxon a grunt like a resentful beast of burif
pastures. They would be the surest,
physiognomy. Λ well made man in den. lifted bis shot, she flitted forward
check to the
not the only effective,
spite of his height and clean ami neat and made a winged dart at him. She
which
railroad
"the
of
worm,
ravages
to a miracle, as a soldier he had taken laid her tiny white shells of hands over
threatens New England with tho loss of
every possible prize for marching order his upon the big black ball, with an unonethan
less
! lie
not
apple. Probably
and the like. lie was ut- certain crow. There was a second's
lialf of the apple crop of New England competitions
so
pause of amazement, during which the
the present season will be destroyed by terly incapable of insubordination,
this worm, which arsenical poisons can- culled, hut had nevertheless, as many whole penal administration was actuOf some varieties the whole a young or careless ollicer has learned ally arrested. Then the superintending
not reach.
crop is regularly destroyed by this pest, to his cost, a stolid, respectful method
and only a few varieties seem to be of getting his own way in the long run.
entirely exempt. Tho only man I know
Now. in Murphy size ran to slovenliwho is not troubled in this way picks
lie possessed enormous hands,
ness.
and
feeds
as
the
all
drop
they
app'es
up
kuockknccs in spite of much drill, and
them to his stock. This work the sheep
and
would do without pay and with profit to splay feet. Ills features were long
themselves and their owners.
heavy; his hopelessly inaccurate nose
The above are only a few of tho advan- had a sideioirz twist: his hair was black I
tages which might be restored to Con- still.Mr. Il· his eyes lurked till' (lull,
necticut agriculture by the destruction cogitative gleam of a vicious mule's.
of the worthless dogs which are allowed As ;t lira ν ν
dragoon hi· had been t lie
to forage at will in the public streets and
disgust and despair of his superiors for
York
New
ou private
property.—Cor.
all his regimental lift·, except one i»ri«*f
Tribune Farmer.
:·ml amazing intiTViil. Tills was when,
"The Horse in America."
for a few months, a certain O'N'cale.
The Century Magazine for September exchanging from another regiment. becontains an article under tho title above, raine a lieutenant in Murphy's squadby John Gilmer Speed, which is a strange ron. lie was an Irishman, too, tint of a
compound of ignorance and really valu- very ιϋΓΓι ι· tit pattern a litthv fellow,
able information. It inentious the late
with wh •ediiug lilue eyes and a tongue
Lewie G. Morris, and shows other marks
For those few
as soft as a woman's.
On
misinformation.
or
carelessness
of
the other hand, the article is, on the si;·mtI months he twisted the large hulk
whole, thoughtful and suggestive. We ami the small mind -more dUlicult of
make two extracts which are well worth the two-nf .Murphy, the incorrigible,
round his slim tinker. I'ut he took Inreading:
"In this long and interesting effort to dian fever and died. During Ids brief
Americans
best
trotters
produce the very
illness Murphy spent every spare 1110
have become the most skillful development, and many lie had no right to
ers of the speed of harness horses the
where lie had 110
world has ever known, and as drivers spare, prowling about
This skill has right to be. to get news of his demigod.
are

PRESCOTT

on

usually

Γ

1

|

they

unequalled.

beeu assisted by the ingenious inventors
who have contrived wagons so light and
frictiouless that the weight a trotter
now carries is not more than sufficient
to keep him steady, aud is virtually no
handicap at all. Take two horses of
equal speed and harness and shoe one as
the horses of 1850 were harnessed and
shod and the other as those of this year
are turned out, and the horse in the old
rigging would be distanced, while the
winner would scarcely have to exert

himself.

Till tin- funeral he moped uituiessly
around, with his shoulders up to his
ears and ids heavy lip bunging, and
iaimcdiniely after had a uiost tremendous burst, excelling every previous effort in that direction.
Yet the reflective reader will gather
from this narrative that if Murphy had
been born. say. a dairyman or a duke
lie might actually and not undeservedly have possesm-d an average character.
His sins were, after all. of a conventional and local nuture or else artificially produced by a mistake In Ills
choice of a career. For instance, ills
present triiiulatiou arose from the fact
that lie had sworn vigorously at Pnrr.
Murphy himself had heard many of Ills
ofliccrs. both out of and In prison, blaspheme. When, therefore, his ebullition
was greeted by an award of shot drill

"The fast time in the present records
owes much to the mechanical improvements, and much more to skilful development aud driving than to better breeding, though I do not pretend to dony
horses have
that certain individual
recently gone fastor than any of the old
timers would have gone, let the conditions have been what they might. But
the Morgans, the Clays, and the Golddusts
were
reproducing types, which the
standard-bred trotters are 'not. That he complained Inly of injustice, though
they were types was because they were no doubt if he had Ιηημι the warder and
rich in that primitive eastern blood -I'arr the prisoner they might have exwithout which no great type has ever changed views. It all depends on the
been created or maintained.1'
point of view. Itut this opens the way
to dangerous and leveling theories.
Extortions of the Beef Combine.
I'arr was Just then separated from
Secretary Charles F. Martin of the
and feeling a want or cravNational Live Stock Association haa his Murphy
his elementary uilud in consegiven a statement of what the meat ing lu
packers' combine is doing for the stock quence. Murphy. 011 the other hand,
growers and the consumers of meats. experienced the relief of η calmer at"A little over a year ago," says Mr. mosphere. for. though the warder euMartin, "the packers were paying $8.00 lierluteiidiiig the shot drill was actualper 100 for export beef on the hoof, they ly a more irritable person than I'nrr,
were charging something over $i».00 per
he lacked that aspect of superior virtue
100 for tho carcass, and in addition to
so aggravated C 4".
Murphy,
this making from $10 to $12 per animal which
from the by-product. To-day they are then, marched and countermarched, alpaying from $5.40 per 100 for export ternately shotted and shotlcss. inscribsteers, charging the retailer from 1 cent
ing. 1 fear, u multiplied vocabulary ot
cents more than they did a year
to
oaths ou the tablet within. Human
dea
and
are
experiencing
greater
ago
meted out exactly
mand for packing house products than punishment unless
The combine on lite divine pattern is apt to drive in
did this time last

they
simply robs

year.

the producer on one end of
the line and ihe consumer at the other."
Mr. Martin's proposed remedy for the
evil is the establishment of a rival packing plaut at some live stock center, by
the men who own and feed the stock.
This might work for a time, or until
the people who controlled it found
their interest in combining with the
original combination.

Where tall-growing varieties of tomatoes like the Loriltard can be made a
success, dwarf tomatoes under similar
conditions and trained to one stem, wo
believe, will be found much more productive, area for area, and hence more
profitable, when time is taken into consideration.
A rather stiff trellis, like that made
from narrow board strips, ie believed to
be preferable to cord or string trellis
for training the dwarf tomatoes.
Dwarf tomatoes when trained to one
stem are believed to have great merit
as a greenhouse crop.

than drive out evil.
Ί he sky. which had been gloomy, had
just vouchsafed a pale smile of sun-

rj; t lier

Hood Farm Liniment

you that so trivial an occurrence should
awutean such a storm in such a breast,
but probably you have never l>een shut
up. with no other society, excepting
always your own dull bad heart, than
that of superior persons whose sole aim
as regards yourself Is to reform punitlvely. or, failing that, to cow and

He tried to qualify the remark with
a laugh, but Murpby turned abruptly
from bim to lean an arm against the
wall, and bis forehead upon It, wltb a
cboked "Thank you, officer."
Parr retired, shutting tbe door quite
gently this time, as if be were leaving

to his cell with
Murphy
something «piite new to think of. True,
he returned to the neighborhood of
Parr. the koiuhI of his solid and well
measured tread on the stones of the
corridor, his neat military cough, hia

of α

break you.

well balanced pause exactly opposite
the door within which dwelt the objection:! hie C 4j. It was. however, Parr
under a totally different aspect. The
whole perspective of things between
il.ein had to be readjusted.
When Pair came Murphy was ex•vertitigly silent, but looked at him a
areat deal, though sidelong. Parr was
not quick, but eventually he noticed
the scrutiny and became watchful In
turn, for Murphy's eye, never dovelike,
had a new animation In its sullen

depths.

her tiny white shells ul hands
over his.
warder, suppressing» grim smile at the
exceeding huiuor of the fairy's choice.
Jogged his machine with η harsher

»
word than usual.
But the fairy would not move with it
or away from It. even when be said
grutlly to her. "Get away, you!"
she
Instead
glanced up elflshly
through her mist of fair hair, with α
email, silver laugh of detiance. while
that link of the machine labeled C 45,
probably bcwltcbed. maintained a most
painful stooping attitude, with his long
neck and such part of his cheek as was
Visible dark purple from the rush of
blood and his eyes staring out of his
head as he contemplated the gravel.
The little, piping voice addressed him.
'Titty ball!" It remarked conversationally. At the same time the warder
adjured him. Murphy was torn be-

*

Put there was something so unmistakably shamefaced about C 45 that
Parr stopped In the rebuke he was
about to utter and substituted, in an
uncertain, even α mild, voice, the stock

remark:
"None o* your games, 45!"
A light, human and unofficial, hovMoreover, Murered around his lips.
furtively studying him. had
phy.
caught a fleeting likeness. He cleared
his throat and said, with gruff humil-

ity:

"Ain't 110 game. I said"— Pause.
Pause also on Parr's part, presently
followed by a not altogether ungracious "Well?"
Then Murphy raised his eyes, which,
Parr thought indistinctly for the first
time, were not so bad as some people's,
anil remarked:
"That's a small, small child o* yours,
officer."
Parr suspected insult In this or a
deep laid plot to "come round" him.
Aware, however, that C 45'e Ingenuity
was limited to the coarsest commonplaces, Instead of making a disciplinary
descent he merely took α suspicious
stare at him. -Murphy wriggled, but
the wrigtrle was so palpably innocent
and Inoffensive that Purr said grulliy,
rather as if the
from him:

reply

was

extracted

Gets sores on
the side o' her little neck; pulls her
poor little head o' one side. You might
'a' noticed. Some people do."
He was watchful of depreciatory
comments, but Murphy's almost reWho
sentful reply—"I didn't, then.
says so?"—came with α curious balm.
Parr made a feint to leave the cell,
but paused at the door and. leaning
against It. added:
"Oh. folks that's got suety. beefy
ones o' their own."
Murphy nodded comprehension, with

"Yes; weakly, you

see.

his gaze on the ground.
"I should say." he observed, as If
hurling detlance at a criticising universe. "though I'm no Judge o' kiddles,
more like a bit o' a white wax flower
He uttered the last
or a—a—chirrup."
word uncertainly. Parr, too. felt there
was something wrong there, but. losing sight of verbal Inaccuracy in the
aptness of the simile, assented with an
approving "Just so." He added, fearlit»

!■<>

lnwl

enmnrntrilfMHl

Ills

dilTtlltV.

"lÎet on with your work; I ain't here
to piny with you." and retired abruptly. slamming the door 011 principle.
Afterward, however, he made un excuse to reappear and. with an aspect
of stolid surprise und of being driven
into friendliness against his will, remarked, "Faysle's been askln' after

you."

"What's that?"
"My child." said Parr roughly—"she's
been askln' after you."
"She nin't!" There was an unbelieving whimper In the hoarse denial which
caused Parr to asseverate:
"Wowed if she nin't!"
Murphy said no word. He opened his
mouth like a gaping fish and lifted hie
eyes to his officer's face with such silent earnestness thnt Parr's hide was
pierced. lie recognized, with a sort of

humanity in Murphy, even a
community of feeling. His frail child
Wits despised· by fellow warders with
large, healthy families.
"She began tellln* me about 'pltty
'Prisoner undergoman pinyin' ball.'

pang,

Had to tell
in' punishment.' I said.
lier, in course." with a remote suggestion of apology: "but. bless her Ign'rance. she couldn't see It! She sets
Ha. ha! 'Pltty
me right, she does.
man—man!' she says. Wanted to know

she did. I tells her C 45.
Hut it's o' no use; couldn't take it in.
At Inst I had to say Murphy."
Murphy smiled—a dim, awkward
smile that looked like a convulsion on
his vast mouth—and listened for more.
"
'Murphy—bein'—punished,' I says.
Then she drums her little feet agninst
in
my shinsjmd puts her wee finger
her mouth and looks up at me so pretty
and wants to know what for. 'Uein'
foul language,' I says."
"You didn't tell her that!" Murphy
Interrupted in low desperation, shutting ills lips fast on some more of it.

yonr
She laid

returned

name,

"I did," said Parr, stubborn, though
"But she don't
slightly ashamed.
understand uotliin' bad," he added
soothingly. "And certainly"— Here
he stopped uud blinked his eyes In meditation, and there was an Irritating
pause, broken by a half fierce, half
eager "What?" from Murphy.
"Well, she looked," said Parr in a

puzzled way, "as if she see someusln'—her ennary bird. Two
body—Ill
sny?
in them blue flowers 0' eyes

tween discipline and—what shall I
What could a brutal, bad character like
Murphy feel fora sickly Infant? Never-

L Mess a voice issued from the black,
went stubble by which ills cranium
could Ικ» identified—an unheard of, uukuown voice, not Murphy's at all—

which said huskily:
"Now, houey. go to your mammy."
Even as he spoke, with a glint in his

email eye sideways, a woman swooped
down on the fairy and snatched her up
with u cry of dismay.
"Why, you little hussy, what are you

dolif there?
have killed

Them prisoners might

you!"

Murphy heard. He certainly looked
murderous as he straightened himself,
lie seemed somehow bewildered as the
superintending oilicer addressed him,
"What were you up to. stopping like

slow,

big tears
and her little flnger strokin' somethln'
in the air.
'Poor—poor—poor!' she
said." His voice wavered a little out of
Its chuckle, and there was two minutes' dead eilence. This totally new
view of a prisoner under punishment
evidently staggered Murphy as well as
Parr. He sat contemplating It with his
chin on his chest, his lower Up drooping und inclined to quiver, his sly, savage eyes wide, with a distant suggestion of moisture in tliem, then remark-

ed with startling suddenness:
"Don't know as she's altogether out."
The eyes of the two men met—it was
the first real meeting, though there bad
been many looks interchanged—and
Parr mumbled as if the sentiment were
drugged out of him:
"Made me say it, too, she did. 'Poor

For Man and Beast.
"
Murphy!'
external remedy for that?"
Inflammahis
with
lameness,
his
forehead
swellings,
sprains,
Murphy wiped
tions, and all aches and pains where a great hand, as if lie were wiping the
soothing, stimulating and strengthening
incongruous Incident away, aud moliniment is required.
rosely resumed work.
Work
Horses
or
Best Wash for Raoe
It a constitutional disease.
"Don't know what business Parr has
Is made by putting two tablespoonfals
It originates m a scrofulous condition of
Hood Farm Liniment in a quart of water. lettln' his bit o' a child get among
the blood and depends on that condition.
Keeps horses sleek and glossy.
the injured oiliclal growled.
prlsouers,"
It often cansos headache and dizziness,
"A first class liniment." C. M. Winch,
Then a curious spark tiickered in the impairs the taste, smell and bearing, afBarre, Vt.
"Best all roand Uniment I ever used." eye of C 45. and he concluded his fects the vocal organs, disturbs the stomach.
It is always radically and permanently
C. T. McNally, Qroveton, Ν. H.
agreeable exercise quite mechanically,
"
Best on the market (or taking soreness with an odd look of contllct on his ma- cured by the blood-purifying, alterative
and tonic action of
out of horses." C. H. Gordon, trainer for
war
Hon. Warren F. Danlell, Franklin, Ν. H. lign countenance and a still odder
"A good clean preparation to use." C. of feelings in his heart, which said stuL. Blakklt, 343 Wlnthrop st., Medford,
pidly over and over again, with varied 'This great medicine has wrought the most
Mass., farmer for Gen. S. C. Lawrence.
wonderful cures of all diseases depending
mental intonations:
Prices, 20c., 50c., H and 92. Gallon 97.
on scrofula or the scrofulous hpblt.
"Purr's child! Parr's child!"
For saie by F. A. Sbcbtlxtp & Co., South
*
Hoop's Pius are ttte best catlwrtie.
Gracious reader, It seems unlikely to
Parla, Me.
The
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governor's office, Influenced possi- ι ;

bly by a vague instinct of tbe presence i
higher uutbority than even tbe

governor. He was afterward concerned
lest he bad unbent too much and for a
time insisted on tbe smallest point of
discipline in bis relations with Murpby.

[TO

BK

COHTDTOXZkJ

ItllUIn*

the Cat.

act as her plumber
tbe ingenious feat that a woman
of Manayunk accomplished tbe other
day. This woman had noticed that one
of the pipes connected with the washstand in her bathroom leaked, and she

Making her cat

was

wished to locate tbe leak precisely
without tearing out any more of tbe
wall than was needful.
Accordingly she shut her cat np In
her parlor—the parlor Is directly below
the bathroom—and Into the basin of
the defective washstand she poured a
vial of the oil of valerian. Cuts are excessively fond of the odor of valerian.
A cat would rather Inhale this odor
than eat flsh. Tbe Manayunk woman's
cat after it bad been In tbe parlor a
few minutes began to pur. Purring, it
crossed tbe room. It settled Itself on
tbe floor with Its faco to one spot on
the wall, and here Its mistress found It
when she came downstairs, Its nose
glued to the spot, sniffing and purring

ecstatically.

The wall was opened at this point,
and here, sure enough, the leak was
found. Here tbe valerian bad trickled
through, imparting Its Intoxicating
odor to the cat.—Philadelphia Record.
Cnrloaltlea Aboat DcnlUtrr.
Those who Imagine that the care of
tbe teeth and the replacement of tbe
natural grinders wltb false ones Is
"something new under tbe sun" may
be surprised to learn that artificial

teeth were made of Ivory, placed on
plates of the same material and held
together and In place by gold wires and
rivets 500 to 1,000 years before Christ.
Herodotus, "the father of history," tells
us that tbe Egyptians of tbe fifth dyuasty understood the diseases of the
teeth and their treatment. There are
several passages In history to lead one
to the belief that both Cresar and An-

artificial teeth.
The date of the introduction of false
teeth Into Europe Is uncertain. They
were known In England as early at
least as tbe time of the discovery «
America. "Tbe Mathematical Jewei
published In 1583, contains an account
of Sir John Rulgrave, "who caused all
of hys teethe to be drawne out and after bad a sett of ivory teethe in ugayne."

tony

wore

John Allen'· Wit.
While in congress "Private" John
Allen of Mississippi could hardly be Induced to give α serious answer to a
serious question. The older membent
knew this and seldom went to tbe
southern wit for Information, but new
men often came to grief by doing so.
Shortly after Mr. Llttlefield of Maine

had taken his seat for bis first term
be wanted some figures In a hurry.
Turning to Mr. Allen, he said: "Pardon
me. sir, but you were at Gettysburg.
Can you tell me how many Federal
soldiers were killed outright there?" "I
am verv sorrv. very sorry, indeed, that
[ can't accommodate you." replied the
"private." "But the fact Is that I was
so busy that I clean forgot to count my
-U

w

Bible· In Pawn.

"Not more than throe times In the
thirty years that 1 have been In business has a Bible been accepted as collateral for a loan in my establishment,"
said α pawnbroker whose business Is
one of the largest of its kind in Philadelphia. "On those few occasions It

has been without my sanction, even
It Isn't that
without iny knowledge.
we don't have many op[>ortunltlos to
.advance money on Bibles; It Is Just
that we have an aversion to doing ho.
Aside from what might be regarded as
the sacrilege of such a transaction It
always brings bad luck."
The Facta In the Cane.

Uncle John—Which is rigbt. Willie,
"I have had my boots blacked" or "1
have had my t>oots blackened?"
\ Willie—I guess neither ain't right.
You should say, "My
Uncle John.
boots need blacking."—Boston Tran

script

ExpreaalTe Face.
He—That bull terrier of your· has a
speaking countenance, hasn't he?
She—Do you think so?
He—Yes; It says to me plainly a·
words could. "Beware of the dogl**—
Kansas City Journal.
Stereotyped Form.
from
heard
you
Jolkley since he went to Africa?
Thingumbob—Ile sent me two little
Hon cubs the other day.
McJigger—The Idea! Any message?
Thingumbob—A card tied to the neck
of one of them, which read. "I hope
these few lions will And you well."—
The

McJigger—Have

Philadelphia Press.

Haleine Hlntory.
historical novel of yours
"That
doesn't read as If you had studied history much." said the brutal critic.
"Thank you." said the author whom
nothing disconcerts. "This Is the first
time you have given me credit for originality."—Washington Btar.
■
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JUDGE

HOLLISTER looked up
with a frown of annoyance
whon Lis study door opened un
ceremoniously and some impers
on bis desk blew out of place, but his
face relaxed a little when be saw tbat
it was only Lalite.
"Father," she exclaimed In an anxious voice, "what do you think hue
happened? I've lost my watch!
"Ah!" said the Judge quietly. "Have
What sort of watch
you. my dear?
was

midst of their conversation.
"I'ennock'e!" instantly exehilmod Lalite "That's the florist's when·"—
"Show him up here." said the Judge.
"I,i\Ilte. perhaps he brings joti g<

'"-Rather

have my watch. thank you.
elr," retorted the saucy maid.
A small. uniformed Im».v was tuber I
In and stood respectfully. cup In hand,

It?"

for my birthday."
"To be sure, to be sure; so I did.
answered the judge, smiling. "1 had
forgotten about that You see, you
took me somewhat by surprise.
"I did rush in rather like a whirlwind in petticoats, didn't IΓ confessed
Lalite penitently. "Please forgive me,
but I was so worried that I couldu t
think of anything else but getting
here. What shall I do about it?"
"How did It happen?" asked the

Judge.

to address them.
the
"Today, sir." h » said, l.»o*lug
judge. "I was moving a lot of """"J
flower baskets in I'enno. U s. .«nd *>.. «
way down In the pile 1 found a p.id
for.
watch like the one you
Lallte gave an excimirttloii. in win·

adverted

delight, relief and excite-mat were curiously blended.
"Oh, do give it to me right uway.

«be cried Impulsively.
The boy hesitated.
"Leastways." he corrected blms.lf.
"it Isn't exactly like the one you adver-

..

Lalite sat down on the arm of the

leather chair and rested her elbows
his desk.

on

tised.

walking."

would be ldentiticatlon enough.
«fere
"Yes. sir." said the boy.
might be two people with the su me
There wasn't anything else
Initials.
particular about the watch you loatT
Was there, Lallte? asked the
-No
gram

"I distinctly remember your
so."
*„„„d "
"Well, there was In tin* one I found.

Judge.
saying

lite?"
"With my monogram on it.
"With your monogram on It. And
think I have the uumber of It In my
old diary."
,,
The methodical man hunted «ut his
book of the previous year. He never
forgot the date of his daughters birthday It was a day of double memories
to'him. It had given him Lalite and

^Laltte

got up suddenly and walked
down the long room to one of
windows. She dUap|H-urcd between
the curtains. The Judge looked after
her with a feeling of pity for her die
me the watch you found, and 1 will
toll you the truth about Its belonging
You are right to be tan'ful
to us.
but
make no mistakes In
surely my reputation will «-1 ar
from any suspicion of dishonesty. V>u

taken awny her mother.
"Here it Is." he read In a murmur.
•Feb. 2. gave Lalite her watch. Jan.
80. 28. 27. 20.' How thoughtless of me,
Lalite! I didn't keep the number after
mind.

The

returning^

know who l am. and I think you can
trust me, can't you?"
The little chap promptly unbuttoned
his gray overcoat and pulled out a
small watch.
Judge Ilollister examined the cese

monogram

N"J
ad-

ought to be sufficient to trace lt.
Lalite, in case it's been lost we 11

vertise It. and In case It's been stolen
we'll quietly notify the police bureau
to send word to all the pawn shops and

^•Tt'seems

the big Jewelers."
He wrote a few lines quickly, interrupting himself to ask. "No other
marks of ldentltleatlon about It anywhere, were there, daughter?"
The girl flushed dimply and went

to me." he said after tbi.
ecrutinv. "that this Is the watch we
But what Is the .
are h»k1ng for.
about It that we haven t described to
'

Tbe boy opened the back of the
silently.

ground behind his chair.

"There were the monogram and the
....1.1

"

"11"

'β.

some

aslced Lu lite.
"Oh. dents or scratches or other
marks," he answered carelessly.
Lu lite laughed aloud, utmost with relief, It seemed.
"Daddy, dear," she said, "I haven't
bitten or scratched or bumped nothings since I was a baby. No; the
At
little watch has no scars on it.

(III

,

u

ImW

,.

tiptoe with nervous expectancy.
She vibrated between the windows and
the stairs. She watched the street Intently and jumped at each ring of the
She refused to leave the
door bell.
bouse for any length of time.
"If some one brings back my watch,"
she said. "I want to see him myself."
"Daughter." remonstrated the Judge
Into
one morning as she helped him
his fur lined 4-oat, "It Isn't worth while
to lose your color and your watch too.
I'll get you another timepiece If this
Don't worry so."
one doesn't turn lip.
on

•'It Un't exactly like the one ι/ou ndvcr·
tlscd."
the watch In his hand. Then he walked over to the fireplace and thrust It
almost fiercely toward bis guest.
"Washburn, did you know that pic-

ture was In there?" he demanded.
The young man looked at the open
of amazecase, und such an expression
ment grew upon his face that his former Innocence could not be doubted.
It was un old likeness of himself
that he saw uncovered before him.
lie recalled with α flash of memory
the first summer he had known

"But. father," said Lalite hesitatingly. "you don't know"— She changed

h» r mind. "I wonder whether Howard really sent those messages," she

said.

how,
La lite, they were together in a sailing
a snap
party and some one had taken
shot of the group. lie had kept his
picture Intnct, though for him there

"I'll stop In his office on the way
down ant] a*k him." replied the judge
chevrlly. "W" might have him up to
dinner tonight, eh. Lalite? Think he'd
Ilk" to coi·)··?"
•W:iy'v." su Id I.alit" Indifferently.
1»'T swot hear*!" said the

but one face In It. Hut i-allte—
La lite had cut this out, had put it In
her watch, had curried tt about thus
without his knowledge while he «as
starving for one sign of hope and encouragement from her!
"My photograph." he said slowly,
staring at the Judge In α daze of astonishment. "What does it mean?"
"Humph!" said the old man, with a
twinkle In his eye and a glance toward the curtained window at the othIt
er end of the room. "I should think

was

Like the running brook, the
red blood that flows through
the veins has to come from
The

springs

of red blood

about time you found out!"
Ile went back to tlie florist's boy.
"If you'll come with me to my study."
he said. "I'll give you your reward.
The watch belongs to my daughter."
There was an abashed heap of femininity on the window seat behind the
curtains, with its face buried

was

are

spleen. Healthy

heavy

healthy spleen

full of fat
•Scott's Emulsion makes new
blood by feeding the bone
marrow and the spleen with
the richest of all fats, the pure
cod liver oil.
me/an' tell 'em so."—Chicago Poet
For pale school girls and
}
A Deflnitlo·.
invalids and for all whose
"Pa. what is a fray?"
is thin and pale, Scott'i ;
blood
Why, my son, that la what at person
is a pleasant and rid 1
Emulsion
In
a
colla
who has never been
flght»
11"—Puck.
blood food. It not only feedi t
the blood-making organs bu
letting Philosophy.
"Do you think that betting til
them strength to d<
gives
wrong?"
their
proper work.
on circumstance·/' an"It
are
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Send for free sample.
SCOTT A BOWNB, ChenkU,
Mew Tort
«944$ Pearl street
joc. todfi.oo ; alldruggiaU.

in the cushions, so deep that nothing but the tip of one pink ear showed
Little by little,
for a kissing place.
and very gently, nouard disinterred
the rest of Lalite's big blnsh.
"Sweetheart." he whispered. "If I
had only guess<>d it before! Think of
tlie time you have made me waste!"

deep

"I don't like these references."' said
the housewife.
"Well, mum." returned the.applicant
for a position, "I didn't write''em. so it
ain't my fault. If you don't like 'em
jest/you go to the.people as gave 'em to

depends

r>

and then"—
"I forgot," said La lite as he reached
"Howard is waiting
for the bell.
downstairs to see whether there is
anything he can do about it. Ile'll send
these for me. I)o let him. for he feels
almost as sorry as I do, father."
For three days afterward Lalite was

the
'.'No, Jiinmle. I am rot going to Mag- found in the soft core of
gie Mulligan's party! The Mulligans bones called the marrow and
ain't in onr set. an' I don't like Maggie,
some say red blood also comes
an' I've got nutbln* to wear, an' bebone
sides. I ain't been invited, anyhow!"— from the
Louisville Courier-Journal.
and
marrow

swered the town oracle. "If yon can't
afford to loeeilt's wrong; if yon can Itfi
mere It slllr.'î—St Louis Lumberman.}

11

ase

least," she added wistfully. "It didn't
have any when 1 had It last."
"There, then»," said the Judge, patting her face gently. "I hope you'll
sound.
get it back again all safe and
I'll send these messages off right α way.

somewhere.

Her Reference·.

Îiutun

1

(

Ιηκ Ills thumb toward Washburn. "I
recognized hill) as soon as I eome in."
"Laiite! Bless my soul!" said Judge
He stood a moment with
Hollister.

embarrassment.
"Yes, yes; I've put them down ulreudy," he said, a little testily.
"What else could there be, father?"

pouted, with

.ι

.11(,
•
You don't kuow the number.' ask. d
the l>oy.
"Unfortunately," said the Judge. 1
boue"
neglected to keep It when
the watch. I suppose I could g< t
very easily, but I thought the mono-

plain

Never

u

breathlessly.

asked the man who wait-d ou us
whether It had dropped In there, but
he said they hadn't ween it. I was awfully fond of that little watch, father," the girl finished.
"Let's see," said the Judge, drawing
"It was
a sheet of paper toward him.
a small,
gold one, wasn t it, La-

all

..,

"Has It the monogram on It. ask hi
the Judge.
••Yob sir." said the boy.
Lallte was leaning forward, listening

she said, "with
Howard Washburn, and when we left
the house I wore my watch on this
It was tucked
chain over my Jacket.
In hero. We went into a florists to
get some violets, and when we came
out I thought we'd better I* turning
toward home and started to see what
time It was. Rut the watch was gone,
nnd the chain was broken, like this.
Howard went back into the shop and
"I was out

ping.

One Good Reinon.

library, talking with bis eyes on Lallte'e face and thrilling with the quick,
grateful glances she ga.e biui.
"A boy from Penuuck s to s«o Judge
Holllater," announced a servant In t ·

"Why, father," she said, "you ought
to know. You gave It to me yourself

SOfTCORE

I don't know but I'll have to ran over
•to Europe.
Wife—That Isn't necessary, dear; Just
take a day off and help me on my shop-

Of course the various mo«sngo« had
been sent. As If there was ever n request of Lallte's which Howard W a*hburn had not promptly
el^bt! More than tlint. he lind tried In
α dozen other ways to true.' I,a1It,'e
lost property. He gave then, a full account of hi· «flforri us they drank their
aftei dbmer coffee that evening In the

&

By Nancy Vincent

<

personal ροΜβββΙοηβ."

I

Husband—My physician tells me 1
must have η complete change of'scene.

Stirring Him L'p.

as he went α-iwn tne
stene. "She** Hko her mot'-er in the
way «ho grows attached to her little

judge to bfmeoir

A Hint to Go.

"I have something to tell you before
( go." he finally said.
"Is it α long etory?" she hastily
asked.
"No; it to a very abort one."
"Then I think you will Just have
time." she sweetly said. -Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
A

Here

good

many

thing»

trouble you.

the first two: You eat too
much and you eat It too fast—Atchiaon
Globe.
are

ÎÎIC ®*ford Ilcraocrat,

j

ISSUED TUESDAYS.
SOUTII PARIS, MAINE, SEPT. IS, 1903.

ATWOOD
UEOKOE M

FORBES,

&

Editer· and

Proprietor·.
A. E. Pokbks.

ATWOOI».

ΓκκΜβ -#1 JO a year If pal·! strictly In advance.
< >therwlse #3.00 a year. Single copie· 4 οβ·ϋ
Λ

uvKKTlHKMKNTe
AU levai advertisements
are given three connective Insertion* for $1.30
—

per Inch In
matte with

er·.

length of column. Special contracte
local, translent and yearly advertis-

Job PkHTTWO.—New type, faut pre·*», steam
|K>wer. experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this <Iep*rtment of our oual·
noes complete antl popular.

Coming

Events.

Sep» 22-.J4.—Seventh seventh anntfal conference

of Maine ( tMM(r· .railunallrtU, Farmlnirton.
• H t.
Oxford Pomona Grange, South Water
ford.
Oct. ift-33.—Annual meeting of Maine state
Suntlay School Associa· it>c. South Parts.
I>ATK.H or

agricultural

kaiks.

Sept. l.VIT.—Oxford County. South Parle.
Sept. 23-Λmlroscoggln Valley, Canton.
Sept. ΛΜ K;t. 1.—West Oxford, Pryeburg.
bept.30, Oct. I.—Oxford North, Andover.
SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Koa<l Petition.
Farm Wanted.
Wanted.
Men's Working Shoes.
The Pall Hunting.
What Woman.
Pall Attractions.
Haml Made Tinware, etc.
If you want to buy or sell Real K-ttate.
Notice.
A. W Walker A Son.
They Have Arrived.
Ilats, Hats, Mats.

Letter.

John's

periodical dullness,

a Sabbath afterfrom the memorial services at the "Federal." It is said
that we missed a good thing. No doubt
<>f it. We often miss the good things.
Vou will get a report of the doings.
The old "Federal" was the meeting
place of the fathers and the mothers,
and the sons and daughters retain an
interest in it and rightly so. In one of
the wing pews—third pew from the
front—is where as a child we dangled
our little legs, slept with head in mother's lap, and yawned through many a
dull sermon (to us) on many a long-ago
Sabbath.
Later on we remember the gloom that
would settle on our spirit as the minister
would talk of death and the judgment,
and of a certain place where open tire is
kept the year round, day and night forever, eternity through, and the gloom

A

noon

•

\

lethargy, kept

would contiuuetill

us

we

had

a

good night's

and had taken a run out into God's
sunlight. This was called a probationary state. We were here on probation,
without cur knowledge or consent, of
course—sort of an experiment as it were
handicapped from the beginning—crippled from the start—between the devil
and the deep sea, with the injunction to
run the gauntlet to the hill of holiness,
the mount of perfection, a failure to
reach which would result in endless
rest

—

sorrow.

Is there another side to the Infinite
maker of heaven and earth than his
Fatherhood? A judge'.' Certainly. And
that, too, is the Fatherhood side of his
character. Our finite father was also our
judge and our executioner. Often we
have followed him into the "other room"
with a frown on his face and an apple
tree sprout in his hand, where he proceeded to execute judgment, but he
That
never branded us with a hot iron.
would not have been over and above

jjj^K

Seeing the Fleet.
Bethel.
Albany.
Buckfleld.
Although
staying at Lookout Point,!
also
and
the
account
of
We see
seeing
THE
Mies Mary Cumminge returned to
Miss Shirley Hall left Sept. 6th, for
I [arpewell Centre, during the recent war I
Yee, "Woman will have her say, and
ο f the killing of the bear in Mason near
Mane.,
Monday.
situation
flfoltham,
I
has
a
she
where
1
he
can
[assachusetts,
his way"—when
reminds ρ ame, we wore notable to be in Portland I
the doings of the week in au Ι nan will have
Monday evening the Christian Endeav- t lie Blanchard cottage. This that
a ■ teacher.
c r at any of the islands around which
it.
jet
and
a
bear
hunt
of
r
ιβ
Garland
at
hapsocial
killing
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
I
Miss Amy Shaw has returned to her < >r held an ice cream
war maneuvers centered,
The musical concert last Monday even1857, or 46 years ago last he proposed
at Everett, Maea.
Chapel which was enjoyed by all present, j ened about
nd did not expect to have the privilege I
ing was much enjoyed. The Schuhert t saching
as
which
was
follows:
s
in
the
a
was
pring,
proParis Hill.
slight change
! Quartette was greatly appreciated, and
Shirley Farrar of Brockton is vieiting rhere
f seeing any part of the fleet, or of wit-1
It seems that there had been several
Farrar. | tram to correspond with the change in
I
recalled at each appearance. Mrs. Quin- 1 is parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
easing any of the movements of the j
t
ears seen in different parts of the town,
of
instead
and
ι
eating
lie
Westbrook
temperature,
did notl J
Mollie Cole is attending
Kin* Bap«l«t Church. Her. H. H. Btohop.
rmy or navy. But what we
t>y Perham also sang exceptionally well.
the a nd several shots fired at them from
Kimball
" A*
in
cream
ce
enjoying
Park,
If
l'ai»tor.
Preachln* every Sunday
I The singing of the chorus showed care- £ eminary.
u
xpect to see, came to us.
a cheer- s hotguns (rifles were almost unknown
Sun-lav School at "2
I*
Wilbur Caldwell, Bridgham Nulty, ;ool breeze, it was eaten around
M.Ju,nl0L^„1^
«·»*.».
Ρ 8 I ful drilling.
we stepped out of the door of our
at 30 r. *■ ?
As
■v»l>bath Evening Service
in
no
these
but
to
t lien
effect, a§d
parts),
I
[· Ε Tuesday evening at 7 JO F. M.
Wyman and Clara Withlngton 1 ul fire in the chapel parlor.
ottage, near Lookout Point, on the
Pr4J®* II Mr. Quincy Davis of Magalloway 1 ηithel
Mrs. Arthur Bunting and little daugh- a s would naturally be expected, every
\iM>tinir Thurtwlav evening at 7 ϋΟ. Covenant
with his uncle, H. t ter Hebron this term.
of the 20th, after the heavy!
spent
Monday
(Usnight
a
aorning
at
1*
was
seen
the
Sunday
her
that
\ ~.ϋηί the
before
c
are
moving
lay
bject
visiting
the
Ο. E. Waite and wife have visited their are of Groveton, Ν. H.,
AU not otherwise con-1 3. Brown.
annonading of the night before, In
t ance, or a crash of underbrush beside
Free- parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Chandler.
Meted are conllally Invited.
Miss Jennie L. Bradbury returned last c aughter and family recently at
irection of Portland, we looked down I
A
bear!
"A
the
he
t
returned
has
road,
Philbrook
cry
brought
Mrs. Emily
t nlvertallat Church, Rev. J. H. Little. Pattor.
from her visit to Massachusetts, j ort.
he bay, and behold, several of the bat-1
t «ar, sure!"
I'rearhlng service every Sunday «* " *· "·| Monday
F. G. Davee and wife have vialted from a trip to California and many
She spent the last few days of her vacaSundav School at 12 M.
leships were in sight, anchored aboutiI
David
this
one
about
acPhilbrook
season,
Mrs.
Well,
interest.
day
of
places
j tion with her aunt, Mrs. Mary York, at ( riends at Bryant's Pond of late.
bree miles from us, in a position where
the
old
who
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1
R.
place,
▲.
G.
Tyler
the
encampment
who
'yler,
companied
Fred Maxim and Grace Bumpue,
George W. Scribner and wife will I Biddeford.
7baleboat and Great Chebeague Islands I
then stood a
that
in
the
house
*
ο
called,
rere recently married, held a reception party.
move back to their house here,
Id them from the view of the forces in I
The depot caught fire from a passing
of
1
ew rods south of where the Blanchard
Merrill
Grace
and
Alice
Misses
dancbeen
and
Music
to protect!
sold the farm on which they have
brain last Tuesday morning. This is the 1 Wednesday evening.
had his brother he fortifications erected
in c ottage now stands,
relatives
been
have
!
Auburn
visiting
feature.
'ortland.
tecond time the roof has been on fire i ne was a
living for several year·.
tathan helping him get out manure, and
f,milv
I
Bethel.
stun1
some
hie
is
Russell
John
row boat, I
family
Moms
our
showing
Col. Charles
joined
within a few days. Beware of the third.
After breakfast, taking
our
father
of
K.
0.
ne
<
instructor
presBean, (the
Mr. J. W. Dyer, formerly
here last week.
rith our daughter, Mrs. Burbank, and I
..I Mrs. Mary Locke Gerrish of Lisbon is lers of potatoes. One very large
has been spending a « nt Register of Deeds) was at work in
I
Elmer W. Cummings goes to Orono visiting her relatives for two weeks. Mr. | •oUto with 10 prongs weighs 3 1-2 η Gould Academy,
ter cousin, Miss Fannie Perley, we soon
The
work.
at
t
house
he
now
has
Tybut
in
carpenter
few weeks
gone
Bethel,
this week to enter the University of Gerrish will also spend a few days here. | rounds, and others similar.
overed the distance between us and the I
their
βγ8
heard
1
loudly
is
teach.
he
to
where
dogs
barking
to Bethlehem, Pa.,
Mr. Chandler Curtis has purchased
Eugene Gardner is ill.
and found eighteen vessels of I
Mrs. Harris and her daughter, Mrs. ι lear by on the side hill. Of course the lattleehips
Dr. Caldwell returned from a trip to
no question that this season is I the farm owned
he fleet, and more were coming in from I
by Harry Emery and
a bear, and so Nathan
i
Irst
to
returned
was,
have
thought
of
Hutch
Chelsea,
ings
I loeton Monday.
out of gear some way. Ripe 'asPberJ"*81 will move soon.
lutside. This part of C'asco Bay was I
their home, having Hpent the summer £ dvised David to investigate, and he
I
Mies lAura Dean is convalescent.
and strawberry blossoms in September, I
Miss Agnes Bicknell is visiting her
inguanled and unprotected, yet here wan
s tarted for the place where the dogs
Ex-Assistant Secretary Hackett, who months in Bethel.
which have been reported in various relatives.
water and anchorage for the I
of
1
of
lepth
old,
The fair at Riverside Park has been vera barking, but not as David
MonI
directions, are nothing very unusual;
Mrs. Anna Morse and Mrs. West are ! erved under Secretary Long, came
nor
argest battleships of any navy in the
h'S sum- the center of interest the past week. I or he was not armed with sling,
· lay on a visit to the latter at
but Eugene Hammond reports picking I visiting Mrs. Anna C. Young.
vorld.
a
knife.
iven
pocket
The second day found a big crowd près- «
and eating a number of good ripe
Mrs. Aida Bryant lias finished work □er home on South Hill.
On the shore near by we met the cap-1
To his great surprise he met his bear
I
One hundred tickets sold for the ent, and the weather being all that could
strawberries on the 8th of September. I for Mrs. Lydia Ann Jackson and will go
ains and two companies of soldiers who
from
the
to
defend
himself
I
dogs,
attendance
was
a
j
there
rying
be desired,
good
Considering that the first ripe straw- soon to stay with her relatives in Errol, | grange excursion, Sept. 9th.
"A îad been sent ashore to capture Harps-1
the
war
David
cry,
time.
gave
whole
Thereupon
the
Mrs. Susie Stover of Auburn is visit- during
berries were picked as early as the 24th X. H. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jackson are
»ell Neck, cut the telegraph and tele-1
The dance given by the association 1 >ear! A bear!" and then without his
I
i ng her mother, Mrs. Dunham.
of May. the entire strawberry season has I to remain with his mother.
jhone wires, and take any stray body of
ι iling he began to throw rocks, which
attended,
was
well
visare
evening
I
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Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Fiske of
certainly been a long one.
Mr. and Mrs. Alger Millett have movThe bear, nroops found guarding this important I
vere plenty at that place.
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The
oil
Their
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Brigade
Mr. and Mrs. Curran (Mae Fuller)
no troops were
ed into the upstairs rent in Hannibal i ting at J. A.
but
anding
place,
Inding himself unable to dodge fast
music.
ire sisters.
Chicago, and Miss Winnifred Kay of Curtis' house.
found. One of the captains informed I
Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Chapman and < mough to defend both ends of himself,
at I
The late frosts and general cold
Brookline, Mass., have visited friends
Miss Carrie Gray boards with her
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and
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here the past week.
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being
the
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The eleventh annual reunion of the day in Bethel.
Carter and Miss Dorothea have returned Mrs. P. L. Wheeler of Oakland. Miss
inside of Casco Bay whero they could I
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shore.
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This would bo one great I
a stone, land could firo.
to their home jn Baltimore on Tuesday. as he hit him in the head with
have spent the summer at Klmhurst, re- and her trimmer, Miss Kathleen O'Don- following presents:
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Mrs.
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turned to their home in Pittsburg, Penn., ald, has arrived from Boston.
Lamp, Mr. ami Mrs. Robert Gillespie.
it counted in this game or not.
ed him in order to obtain the bounty, er
first of the week.
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Mrs. Emma Houghton Harris of BosWe returned to our cottage for dinner, I
ami saucer. O. C. Hopkins.
son they selected Nathan to go before the
and
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Mrs.
Ludlow
Cup
and
Hill
Mr.
Paris
the
of
The annual meeting
I
ton is visiting her sister, Mrs. G. W.
Glass butter dish, John Hopkins.
of then with our team took our whole party
Randolph of Centerville, Ν. B., also Miss town treasurer to obtain the bounty
I'niversalist Society will be held at the Bryant, for a few days.
Two silver tablespoons, Arthur Brown.
down Harpswell Neck about four miles, I
and Mre. Lillian Swett, are guests of Dr. Ε. B. $5.
Mr
dozen
silver
One-half
this
of
week,
teaspoons,
church, Tuesday evening
Mrs. L. C. Bates was hastily summona place known as Basin Point, opposite, I
O. !.. KnWht
My father was treasurer and I shall to
Clark.
of the fleet. I
ed to New Haven last Friday by the
Glass cake plate, C. S. Walker ami family,
Nathan brought and within a hundred yards
never forget the event.
from
this
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Mrs. Rowe and Miss Rowe of Portland
delegation
Quite
antl
Gammon.
Stuart
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serious illness of her sister, Mrs.
we had a fine view of all the vesHere
quite
killthe
foot
to
one
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and
prove
attended the fair at Bethel Wednesday the
Fruit dlsb, Mr. ami Mrs. Herbert Lunt.
are guests at Ex-Governor Per ham's.
Addie Bates.
at close range, and here we remain-1
Water pitcher, Ethel Kidder.
ing. He said, "By gorry, I know I sels
and Thursday.
Recent arrivals at the Hubbard House
Mr. S. Barry Locke has gone to Ported till quite late in the evening, when I
Towels, Mrs. Fannie Delano
in
the
hit
him
for
I
killed
for
him,
right
sick
Mrs. Alden Chase has been
are:
vessels had gone out with I
lan-1 where he will attend Deering nigh
Centrepiece, Mr. and Mrs. oscir Delano.
face with a stone bigger than my fist," most of the
the past two weeks.
Fruit <lish, Mr and Mrs. Thomas Farrar.
Mr».*: A.Glliton, Boston.
j
Ile intends taking a special
School.
the torpedo boats for a night attack.
Towel. Mrs W. H. Walker.
Goff of Weetbrook is visit- so of course he went on record as the
Mr,. Π M. llalneo, Buffalo,Ν. Υ·
Mrs.
Ursula
course preparatory for college.
The inaneuvers of the afternoon, the I
Tra cloth, Mrs Adella Harlow.
knows but what the
G rot e Κ Armstrong. Portland
Who
bold
and
Alvie
Cole
two
Mrs.
her
slayer.
sisters,
ing
Cracker jar. Mr. and Mre. P. G. Barrett.
Mrs. Almeda Richardson of Dickvale
from one ship to another, the I
Bertrand I. Johnson, Stonetiam, Mas.·».
one just killed might be a descendant of signalling
Miss Clara Bryant.
Sauce set, Mr. and Mr*. Bert Knox.
William L. Spalding, Lowell, *laae.
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D.
drill in landing troops, all made it a|
Bed spread, Howard Turner and family.
Lena Felt is visiting at Norway the first named bear, who had come to
G E. t arleton an i wife. Canxteii.
Miss
i
C. Churchill.
scene never to be forgotten.
Spoon trav, Mr and Mrs. George Llbby.
Mrs. A.M. Wlnslow. Philadelphia.
visit the haunts of his forefather?
for a few days.
Born Sunday, Sept. 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
Bottle cologne, Nettle Gammon.
Miss A. M. Bates. Salem, Maes.
There were twenty-four vessels in this I
Mrs. Lee Rowe and her mother, Mrs.
Bon bon dish, D. O. Delano.
Miss Kalloch, Warren.
George Lineas Briggs of Trap Corner, a
part of the lleet, including battleships, I
Grafton.
Towels, Mr. and Mre. Leroy Knox.
L W. Ε I wan Is and wife, Westbrook.
Isa Perkins, have returned from Porteon.
cruisers, supply ships, and torpedo boat I
W H ^hurt'effand wife, Portland.
Berry spoon, C. R Babb.
West Paris.
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L. Merrill and wife. Portland.
J. A. SkeldliiK. Miss S. Β Skeldlng, New

Lovell.

re.

lay reader for the Episcopal services
Norway and Paris Hill, left Friday,

Syrup ultche-, Emerson Irish.
Vase. Grace Knox.
Vaœ. Mr. antl Mrs. James Kerr anil Maud

Mrs. John W. Holt of Charlestown is at Glbbs.
Nspktns, A. W. Knight and daughter.
C. K. Chapman's for a week.
One half dozen fruit knives, Mr. and Mrs. S.
Jessie A. Chapman is at home from T· Cllley.
North Conway where she has been at
Nut cracker antl picks, Mr. ami Mrs. Ο. H.
Hlckok.
Hotel Eastman for the summer.
Lamp, Annette Gerrlsh and daughter.
Mrs. Colt returned to the Center from
Dinner set by the following:
her western trip and has now moved to
Mr. ami ν re. L. Ο Babb.
Koxbury, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs M Hall.
Ε. N. Fox is building an ice house.
Mr. ami Mrs. Ε. M. Howard.
The schools began Monday with the
Mr. antl Mrs. A. B. Grlllieth.
Mr. and Mn. D. W. GO'llng.
following teachers:
Mr. ami Mrs. Henry Chase.
Village—Ch&rlott" Hobbe.
Barker.
No 4 Mrs. C.
Center—Mr». Ulan be P. Russell.
No-th Lovell—Mine Olive Benton.
Slab City—Mine Blanche Λ dame.
West Lovell—Mr». I>. W. Nichols.
—

A rural free

deliver}"

route

has been

established from Lovell going through
Harbor to Stow, West Lovell, No. 4 and
Lovell again.
Frank C. Walker has been appointed
carrier with Leslie L. Stearns substitute,
to

it mi

tut? service

utrgiu»

vet.

ι»ν.

Mrs. Benjamin W. Andrews of Bethel,
them
by in couples repeating ut
a former resident in this town, is
visitthe old. old story. It keeps the world :iod the
evensong service here has been ing here.
getting mouldy-keeps .t forever discontinued.
fresh and forever yountf.
Mr. Case was with bis family here
Wilson's Mills.
ant
^ over
Well, they have
Sunday.
Our school began Aug. 31st, taught by
with pitch (meaning the federal ) that
Miss Mollie McDowell of Portland is
Frank Smith, a teacher of experience.
may tl.at a little longer on the t.de of spending a few days at Jackson Farm
Mrs. Eliza Wilson and her daughter
l"
with Mrs. £. II. Jackson.
Edith were guests of S. S. Bennett.
the tirst word, your esAs we
Addie Flint has gone to Massachusetts
WHITTEMUHE DISTRICT.
teemed correspondent and o»r
News was received Saturday noon of on a vacation.
contemporary was entitled to the Ia»t
Mrs. Cameron of Wentworth's Locaword, and we hope to hear many of her the very sudden death of Mrs. Mary
"last words."
Watson of Lynn, Mass. tion played the organ at the evening
(Whittemore)
,
Vre
Mrs. Watson had previously made a visit meeting here Sunday, and her guest.
The Samuel PompUly of whom Mrs.
I Ivingston wrote was the grandfather f with relatives in New York city where Miss Fanny Tucker, assisted in the singtheruncle she met with an accident by falling ing.
My Harriet Pompilly, and
A. W. Bennett has been quite ill with
,,f Bennet Pompilly, who
down stairs receiving injuries which
Irish.
father s sister. Mary
My Harriet caused her death. She had so far re- a throat trouble. Dr. Jones of Colemarried cousin Bennet, Jr.
covered as to be able to come back as brook was called to attend him.
A number of Parmacheenee Club memWe have written more or to» fortM far as Boston where death occurred at
Democrat for tifteen years, and mail the home of her sister, Mrs. Chandler bers are uow at the lake, and all of our
able
bodied men are guiding.
it b doubtful if
Garland. The remains will be brought
Lumbermen are already going into
•printer's errors" have appeared as to Paris Monday for interment. Besides
there are vears we have named. We a husband and two sons, Mrs. Watson the woods. Quite a number of men and
horses have gone up the river the past
say is much of other Ρ»Ρ*»ίοΓ leaves many relatives and friends to
week.
jobs.
which we have scribbled.
mourn the loss of an affectionate and
dutiful wife and mother, a loving sister
Maine News Notes.
Greenwood.
and a faithful friend. Mrs. Watson was
daughter of Albion and Sophia WhitteThree more frosty mornings in sucThe total receipts of the Maine State more, who died several years ago.
cession, and although not very severe
fair this year will be not far from $20,here in this favored location, it is
East Hebron.
DOO. exclusive of state stipend—the
thought some have lost their sweet corn
On Monday morning the scholars went where the fog did not come in to prolargest in years.
Κ very scholar was tect it before sunrise.
to school as notitied.
The burning of the W. E. Sprague
Ernest Brooks had all his upper teeth
to secure a seat to his mind. No
lumber mill at Kingman cause» a loe· present
teacher came, and at 10:30 they cleaned extracted, not long since, and now has
estimated at «35,000, on which there is
their dinner pails and soon after started an artificial set, which very much iman insurance of $i0,tW0.
homeward, thinking Labor Day caused proves that particular section of hie
Burglars in the Van Buren post office their disappointment. Tuesday morn- physiognomy. He had a pleasure party
blew the safe during the thunder storm ing all started, only to meet the same last Saturday night, consisting of about
on
morning of the 5th, and secured disappointment as on the previous day; forty of the young craft, and a tirst-class
but at last they have decided there is a time was reported. Lemonade, coffee,
about $000 in stamps and currency.
misunderstanding caused by some one, ice cream and cake were among the
Thomas Leightou of Hallowell has they know not whom.
good things furnished to replenish the
asbeen arrested for attempted
Geo. Thompson returned to his uncle's, inner system.
sault upon the nine-year-old daughter of L. R. Hodsdon'e, last Wednesday, after
Traveling the road alone and on foot
J. 11. llartung of that city. Leighton visiting his cousin, Frank Hodsdon, at is sometimes a good place for studying
West Minot, several days, and goes to human nature. Sometimes a man, or an
admitted his guilt.
Turner Friday, from there to Yarmouth apology for a man, will drive by one apCharles E. Libbv of Scarboro, who reSaturday, to be ready for school the parently without seeing him, although
cently returned home after two weeks 14th.
alone and without any load, while perdisappearance, is now in good physical
Record from haps the next one will take you in alMr. and Mrs. Willie
health but hie mind is a blank as r
Paris were in this place on Tuesday and though partially loaded. Here is an
everything that has happened called on a few of their old neighbors.
example which illustrates the latter class
within a period of about three years.
The annual Sabbath School picnic is to perfection: Not long since 1 was
12th on Frank Packard's traveling the road when a man drove
The exhibition building on the fair appointed Sept.
land as usual.
along with a two seated wagon, himself
grounds at Gorhauk where the CumberEdwin Lane attends court in Auburn and wife occupying the front seat, and
land County fair opened Tuesday, was
as grand juryman next week.
their two children the rear. On overtotally destroyed by tire that evening.
A large number from this locality in- taking me he halted and told his little
There were quite a number of valuable extend to attend court this term as specta- girl to climb in with them, which she
hibits in the hall that were burned. The
tors.
did, and then invited me to get in be1 ne
loss on the building is some $3000.
Hazel Hodsdon is having a sick turn side his little boy. This I refused to do
building was a new one, just hn.shed to
at first, saying he was already loaded ;
just now.
the place of a former one burned.
"But," said he, "I have a 1200 pound
Grange fair will occur Oct. 3d.
R.
L.
from
farm
horse here and he will never know
in
was
held
Gleason,
election
A special
Auburn,
optician,
Sagadahoc County Tuesday on four matters, the came through this place last Thursday the difference, so in with you, and no
titting and repairing glasses for those in more words about it either!" Of course
rebuilding of the bridge
need of them. He has sold and fitted I knew better than to refuse any longer,
meeting Bay. acceptance of
bridge, the acceptance of the Bath and glasses the past two years in this vicinity. and had a pleasant ride to the end of my
Woolwich ferry and the acquisiUon
journey.
Dickvale.
Rev. Mr. Brown invited me to accomthe Richmond and Dresden ferry, the
S. Morrill has a house full of company pany him to the association, which invibridges to be free from toll and the faie
tation was accepted; but when the time
on the ferry to be reduced
and boarders.
four propositions were voted down, the
Manly Tracy, wife and daughter, of came to start I found myself so nearly
on
the sick list as to feel unfit for the
towns
vote in most of the
being heavily Saco, are spending their vacation vith
in the negative.
relatives in Peru.
journey. It was quite a disappointment
Charles Bisbee is shipping hie plume but not the first one by any means; and
In the Portland Municipal Court at to Auburn.
while the good folks are there enjoying
Portland Wednesday, Neal Dow Brooks,
every one who had meadows to the meeting, I find myself sitting at the
Nearly
with
criminal
man
the young
charged
table writing these locals. The people
cut will finish this week.
assault on a W-year-old girl at Gorham
J. C. Wyman, Mrs. E. G. Child, Flor- there are to be congratulated on the fine
pleaded guilty, and was held for the, ence
Wyman and Lela Putnam are at weather they are having for the meeting
Sheriff Pennell said that Bethel fair this week
helping to look and Mr. Brown has my thanks the same
was brought to bear on him
™
as if I had gone with him.
after the wants of the inner man.
make h.m confess. Saturday he
Since mentioning those frosty mornG. J. Horsey of Weat Auburn was here
mitted that he was at
last Tuesday and took away a drove of ings word comes that the frost made
..f the assault, but said that he was
clean work in some places, and probably
lambs.
drunk, and could not remember what : Apples are plenty on high land but the next papers will report heavy losses
happened there.
none on low land. There have been three from that source.
frosts in succession here, the last one
Two men who had barricaded themSumner.
selves in a box car at Newport put up a being Weduesday morning.
The Ames Co. have begun shipping
L. O. Brackett and Mr. Wilcox of Austitf tight when officers and trainmen attheir hard wood lumber.
burn visited at M. E. Bowker's recently.
tempted to dislodge them,
Nellie M. Foster of Boston is spending
Denmark.
a two weeks1 vacation with her
When
parents,
Mr. I. H. Berry ia making extensive 6. B. Foster and wife.
store.
his
hardware
Mrs.
David
on
who
has
been
repairs
Coles,
very
A stick of dynamite concealed in
Mr. Leon H. Ingalls and family have sick, is convalescent.
Thomas Sale and wife of Portland
moved into the residence of hie father,
an old stocking, which they left behind
leads the officers to believe Augustine Ingalls.
spent a few days at G. F. Dyer's recently.
Winfred Allen cut his foot very badly
A large number of acres of sweet corn
were destroyed by frost Monday evening. last Friday at C. F. Silver's, by
falling
Mr. A. W. Belcher, D. D. G. P., and A. on to his scythe. It required two physiH. Joues made an official visit to Lake cians to drees the wound. It is a sad
There was quite a fusil- Kezar Encampment I. O. 0. F., No. 26, case as the boy is only 12 years old.
naat few week·.
Africa Eeene, who has been stopping
Lovell, Me., Monday evening.
during the
Mr. Will Johnson has returned to his at G. F. Dyer's for the past few weeks,
Officer George L. Cole
ful but not dangerous wound m the arm home from Ν. Y. where he has been em- has retained to his home Id Providence,
B.I.
from a revolt·* bullet.
ployed the past tew months.
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South Paris and

SEPTEflBER
This will be the BEST EXHIBITION the Society has

had.

ever

Special trains will leave South
Paris, going east and west, after
the close of the programme

the

on

days.

second and third

They

Mr. ami Mrs. K. G Rassett.
Mr. ami Mrs. K. C. Kl'liler.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Rolls.
Mr. ami Mrs. D. H. Conant.
Mr. antl Mrs. I. C. Kidder.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Hodedon.
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Bent.
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller.
Mr. and Mre Hiram Stlllman.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. M. Gammon.
Mr. and Mrs Hollls Turner.
Mr. antl Mrs. George Hall.
Mr. antl Mre. D. W. Knight.
Mr. ami Mre. A. B. Walker.
Mr. ami Mrs. Γ>. W. Walker.
J. E. Conantami family.
II. It. Robinson ami family.
Mr. Brown and family.
Amand Traek.
Percv Knight.
Sabra Boblneon.
Willis Haine*.

John Hopkins gave a very fine entertainment on his graphophone. Apples,
candy, ice cream and cako were served.
The guests departed
wishing them
happiness and prosperity.
Oxford.
A fair was hold at the house of I)r.
Elliott followed by a dance Wednesday
evening. The proceeds to be devoted
to the East Otisfield Library.
Mr. George Parrott and wife have returned from the islands.
Mrs. Orin Jones visited hero last week.
Rev. Mr. Newport went to New Hampshire last week. Clarence Flood, a student, supplied his pulpit in his absence.
Miss Emma Dunn of Portland is visiting her sister, Mrs. Clark.
Mr. Morse will move his family to
Auburn as his health requires a change
of business. Mr. Small will move into
the house he vacates.
Mrs. George Andrews of Portland is
visiting her brother, John B. Robinson.
and
Marion
Marguerite Starbird
gave a party to their little friends Wed-

nesday.

Ernest Wardwoll shot a largo wildcat
in his father's pasture. It was four feet
in length and has been sent to Norway
to be mounted.
Mr. Pratt, principal of the High School,
and Mrs. Pratt came last week. The
school will open Sept. 15th.
Mrs. Albert Wills has gone to Dexter
to visit her sister, Mrs. Smith.

North Stoneham.
School in this district commenced

Monday.

Mrs. Hiram Holt teaches.
Mr. and Mrs. Holt have hired a house of
Will Culbert and will board themselves.
W. W. Durgin and Ina Gammon went
to Bridgton Saturday to visit relatives.
Louisa Adams has been at East Stoneham two weeks caring for her son
Ralph's wife, who has a baby girl.
Mrs. nannah
Barker and Willard
Barker, from Bridgton, visited at Wm.
Gammon's and Η. Β. McKeen's last
week.
Alonzo Adams and Coph Cobb of
Albany were at John Adams1 Wednes-

day.

Hebron.
Dr. and Mrs. Crane came home from
Squirrel Island last week.
The fall term of the Academy opened
Tuesday with 170 students. More are

expected.

Prof. Brainard returned to his school
in Lynn Monday.
Mrs. Brainard will
remain here through the week.
Prof. J. F. Moody of Edward Little
High School commenced school this
week. Miss Hazel Donham has a position in the school and she has the congratulations of her many friends. Prof.
Moody has taught 137 terms of school,
beginning at the age of 14.
Mrs. C. E. Harden has been in the
place for a week.
Miss Agnes Bearce is now at home and
much improved in health.
Mr. Sylvanus Bearce, who has been
sick since last spring, now rides out a
little.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Turner and
daughter, Ruth, of New Vineyard are
visiting at S. A. and J. L. Bumpus' for
a few days.
Mrs. Laura Tribou of Machias has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Joseph

land.
Mrs. Dexter Peverley has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Lottie Elliott, at
Berwick for the past two weeks, but
returned home Saturday.
Rev. Henry Brown, Mis. Mont Chase
and Mrs. George Coffin have been attending the Baptist Association at Turner this week.
Rev. Henry Brown preached his farewell sermon at the Baptist church, Sept.
Oth. Mr. Brown and family are to move
to Bowdoinliam, where he has accepted
a call from the Baptist church.
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Ross of Ruraford
Falls are the guests of G. A. Whitman.
Mr. Ross has been taken sick since arriving there.
Miss Abbie Whitman has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Bryant at Freeport, Me.
Walter Bacon of Norway visited his
brother, H. C. Bacon, over Sunday.
II. D. Cole of Greenwood is furnishing the mail boxes for the new R. F. D.
route No. 2, which starts Tuesday.
The Brvant's Pond nine played with
West Paris uine Saturday, resulting in a
score of 10 to 3 in favor of West Paris.
The Bryant's Pond juveniles played with
the Bethel juveniles, resulting in a score
of 15 to 13 in favor of Bryant's Pond.
Kdward Stanley of Bethel was a guest
at J. L. Bowker's Sunday.
Mrs. Winfield Ripley visited friends
in the place over Sunday, and wont to
South Paris Tuesday.
Mrs. J. L. Bowker and Mrs. Pearle
Muller attended the fair at Bethel Thursday. Elmer Bowker and Rupert Ilathaway went to the fair Wednesday.
Mrs. Emily Felt's new house is progressing quite rapidly under the supervision of Alton Bacon.
Misses Ada and Inez Briggs of West
Paris were guests at David Swan's Fri-

day night.

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Bowker are visiting her father, Daniel H. Curtis, at
South Woodstock.
Mrs. Lura Trumbull and son, Miss
Mae Cummings and Harry Buck, have
returned to their homes in Massachusetts.
What came very near being a serious
accident occurred at theOrand Trunk
station Sunday evening. Ted Graham,
the night operator, was pulled backward by G. L. Stephens while fooling,
on to a paper tile, driving it into Graham's back about two inches. Dr. Clark
was called, and Graham was put to bed.
The wound not bleeding any, some apprehension was felt by Graham's friends
of blood poisoning, and the company's
doctor, Sturdivant of Bethel was called,
who pronounced Graham doing well,
and he was able to go out Thursday
afternoon.
Mrs. Bryant, the aged mother of Mrs.
Eleanor Witman, is visiting her for the

As last the farmers in this vicinity aro
nearly all through haying.
Mrs. G. I. Brown and two children, accompanied by Miss Ruth Brown, returned to her home in Auburn last Saturday.
Mr. Geo. Newton, who has been at
Mrs. Ν. M. Brown's a few weeks, returned to West Auburn the first of the week.
In the notice of death in our last items
it should have read. In Randolph. Ν. H.,
Helen E. Wood, infant daughter of Francis C. and Florence G. (Farrar) Wood,
passed away early Wednesday morning,
Aug. 26th. Mrs. Wood formerly lived
in Grafton.
Mrs. G. A. Otis has gone to Berlin,
Ν. Π., to her daughter's, Mrs. Fred

We

Decker's.

Several from this town attended the
Bethel fair.
In Auburn, Wednesday, Sept. 9, Mr.
George C. Newton of West Auburn, and
Miss Ruth E. Brown of Grafton were
united in marriage by the Rev. R. E.

Gilkey.

We had heavy frosts here four nights
in succession between Saturday, 5th.
and the following Wednesday. It would
be liarrl to realize it in these Buccedine
summer days were it not for the blackened vegetation.

Locke's

Mills.

Woodbury Cummings of Bethel has
gone to South Paris, and is boarding
wiCh his nephew, R. L. Cummings, for
the winter. He has boen
appointed
janitor of the Universalist church in
that place.

Farragut's old flagship, like the Olympia I
historic ship of which the nation will I
ever feel proud, wh se present and fu-1

$1

Capable

mprovlng.

the 9th inet. It was indeed a crowd on
the train and boats. It may be put
down as a most successful affair. The
day was fine and all seemed pleased despite the jam of people. Some 65 persons
went from East Sumner station.
It is expected that tbe corn shops will
start this week. It will be a short run.
Three frosty mornings in succession
finished up the garden stuff last week.
Rather hard on sweet corn on low lands.
The frost, however, did not reach the

high lands.

$5,

7,

10,

your
or

we

have
to

25c.
15.

All

honest values for the money.
UNDERWEAR from 25c. to
ςο.

HOSIERY of all kinds and
colors
Price, 3 pairs for 25c. up

an

to 50c. a

pair.

HOOTS and SHOES to fit you
all ; be you farmer, merchant,
lawyer or doctor. All styles and
Sole agent fur the Celerat'-d Queen Quality Shoe for
Women.

Erices.

F. PLUMMER, SSiSS,.

J.

31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

Hats !

Hats !
See

our

line of

Hats !

Ready-to-Wear

Free Instructions
——————

Hats.

of this week at

MRS. E. A. HOWE'S,
SOUTH PARIS,

....

MAINE.

138 Spring

FEARFUL ODDS AGAINST HIM.
Bedridden, alone and destitute. Such,
in brief was the condition of an old
soldier by name of J. J. Havens, Versailles, O. For years he was troubled
with Kidney disease' and neither doctors

At
medicines gave him relief.
he tried Electric Bitters. It put
him on his feet in short order and now
he testifies: "I'm on the road to complete recovery." Best on earth for Liver
and Kidney troubles and all forms of
nor

length

Stomach and Bowel Complaint. Only
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff &

50c.
Co. ;

Noyee Drug Store, Norway.

SALE

FOR

FAB1TT

Situated In Oxford, about 3 12 miles from
South Parle. Small farm, good building*, and
in (rood state of cultivation, on It. F. D. route.
Inquire of
NANCY S. THOMAS, at premises,
Or. ·)λμkm S. Wkioht, South Pari*
To the County Commissioners of Oxford County
and State of Maine:
Your petitioners would respectfully represent
that public conv. nlence and wants require tint
η road should be located an I built thinning on
near the farm of Wllllain Shaw and
the
running to the Unlv realist CImpel, near North

upland

Fryeburg.

W. R. STURDIVANT and others.
STATE OF MAINE.

COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
Hoard of County Commissioners, September

session, 1903.
Ul'ON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evidence having been received that the petitioners
and that Inquiry Into the merits
are
of their application is expedient, IT 18 Orukkkd,
that the County Commissioners meet at the
house of W1 Ham Shaw In fryeburg. in said
Octol>er 23, l!Ki3, at ten of the
Conuty, on
clock, A. M., ana thence proceed to view the
route mentioned In said petition ; linmediatelv
after which view a hearing of the parties and
at some contheir witnesses will be had
such
In the vicinity
and
venient place
In
taken
the
measures
other
premises
as the commissioners shall judge proper. And
it is further Οκυκκκυ. that notice of the time,
place and purpose of the commissioners' meeting
aforesaid be given to all persons anil οοηκιπι
tions Interested, by causing aUestcd copies of
said petition, and of this order thereon, to be
servod upon the clerk of the town of Fryeburg.
aforesaid, and also posted up in three public
places In said town, and published three weeks
Democrat, a
successively in the Oxford
newspaper printed at Paris, In said County of Oxford, the first of said publications, ami
each of the other notices, to l>c made, served and
before said time of
lasted, at least
meeting, to the end tnat all persons and corporations may then and there appear and shew cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said pet!
Uoners should not be granted.
Αττκβτ :—CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said petition ami order of court
thereon.
Attest .-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

responsible,

Friday,

thirty days

Heavy Team Horses.
I have several

horses for sale.

The latest electric road proposed runs
been
from North Deering to Gray.

worked

pairs

of

large

work

These horses have

through

the

hauling logs.
pairs of fresh

Also two

winter

three
BUCKLEN'8 ARNICA SALVE.
horses just received,
Has world-wide fame for marvelous
also several good driving horses.
It surpasses any other salve, locures.
Hibbs.
or balm for Cuts, Corns,
ointment,
tion,
Fred Sturtevant and Miss Thompson
W. J
Burns, Boils, Sores, Felons, Ulcers, TetSchool.
uo visiting friends in Dixfield.
South Paris, Me.
ter, Salt Rheum, Fever Sores, Chapped
Hands, Skin Eruptions; infallible for
East Sumner.
Brownfleld.
at
Piles. Care guaranteed. Only 25c.,
A big crowd, some 650 persons, attend- F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; Noyes Drug
Rev. Mr. Cameron and family are
PARKER'8
HAIR BAL8AM
the
ed
excursion
on
to
vacation
at
Peak's
their
Island.
grange
Rangeley
spending
Store, Norway.
Clean** and beautifies the
Rev. Frank Barton preached in the
[Jniversaliet church Sunday evening last
The froet of last week caused a good
leal of damage generally.
J. H. Allen of Portland spent Snuday
ind Monday at J. L. Frink's.
Rev. Mr. Clougb, who has been sick
[or a number of weeks, still continues
rery feeble.
Mrs. Nettie Seavey has been to Portand to have her eye* treated.
Mrs. Ham, who is on the alck list, is

In SUITS,

Baltimore, Peoria, Newport, Essex, Yan-1
kee, Prairie, and the Hartford, Admiral

A.
FARMER,
Leroy Abbott has gone to
Care Democrat Office,
Hebron for the fall term of school.
Leonard McGinees has gone to his
South Paris.
homo in P. Ε. I. for a short visit, having
injured two fingers on the right hand so
WtNTED.
he could not work.
Jamos Ross is at work for Deacon
girl for general houseDunham.
work in small family, referances
Mrs. Annie Morse returned to her
required. Call on or address,
home in Massachusetts.
Mrs L D. VERRILL,
Rev. Seth Benson is quite poorly.
Street,
Mrs. William Whitman made a visit
to friends in Lewiston recently.
Auburn, Maine.

leading styles.

good,

day the Oth.

right

Alton Ames is epending his vacation
in Machiae.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Mclntire are visiting relatives in Vermont, Massachusetts,
and Connecticut.
Will Philbrick of Pittsiield bas been
at G. A. Miller's a few days.
Miss Isabel Woodbury is visiting Mrs.
B. G. Mclntire.
Mr. and Mra. Merton Young have a
little girl, which was born the 6th.
Most of the echools are in session.
Carrie Plummer teaches here and May
E. Whitney of Harrison at Temple Hill.
Mrs. John Howe with her four children and friend from Auburn spent Wednesday at Pride Brothers1.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Plummer from
Colorado are at Waldo T. Brown's.
Josephine and Ethel Sanderson went
Monday, the former to begin a three
years course of study at Bates College,
the latter at the Edward Little High

Nearest to us was the battleship
sarge, then tlio Illinois, Alabama, Texas,
Chicago, and farther away the Olympia, I

Farm Wanted.

Clothe

In HATS and CAPS

all the

$2.25.

The subscriber wishes to buy a
North Paris.
farm within three or four miles of
The school in the Tuell District will South Paris or
Norway.
reopen next Monday, Sept. 21st.
Address, stating particulars,
B. Abbott was at home over Sun-

East Bethel.
Mr. C. C. Kimball, from Milan, Ν. Π.,
visited relatives here last week.
Mrs. F. B. Howe and Master John
Howe recently visited relatives at South
Paris.
Mr. Leon Bartlett from Gardiner visited relatives here last week.
Miss Helen Bartlett is visiting friends
in Hanover and Rumford.
Mr. and Mrs. Insley Young will move
this month to East Weymouth, Mass.,
present.
There will be a public installation of where Mr. Young has work.
They
the officers of Jefferson Lodge, F. and leave their farm in the care of Mr. CalA. M., Friday evening, Sept 18.
vin Cole.
Owing to the boiler explosion at the
mill
and
other
losses
eome
years
spool
Hiram.
ago, Capt. John F. Dearborn failed in
Mr. Charles Small is building a house
business and was obliged to pay his
creditors with a small percentage on the on the Sebago road.
Mt. Cutler Grange is preparing to
dollar, but the Captain said then if he
stable near its hall.
was ever able he should pay them all build a
The recent frosts killed crops on the
he owed them. The creditors bad little
hopes of getting their pay, as people in low land.
Mr. Solomon Stuart is very feeble,
their prosperity generally forget the
from Bright's disease.
probably
made
in
their
But
adversity.
promises
Mr. John B. Osgood and family are
Capt. Dearborn is not one of that kind,
Mr. Geo. W. Osgood.
as be has shown recently, for upon fall- visiting hia father,
Miss Ore Brazier is
improving in
heir
to
considerable
be
has
ing
money
been paying hie creditors, some of them health.
Mr. Charles L. Wilson ie visiting
two and three hundred dollars apiece,
Mass.
which will be the means of relieving friends in Newton,
Dr. Herman A. Fick of Boston ie
and lightening many homes. The Capboarding at Eli C. Wadsworth's cottage.
tain has tbe
kind of a heart.

East Waterford.

can

Head, your Body
your Feet.

Kear-

ture commanders may well feel honored
to ho assigned to such command. Befivel
side the vessels mentioned wore
torpedo boat destroyers, the Truxton,
Worden, Lawrence, Whipplo and Stewart. The names of the others making
up the twenty-four we did not learn.
Our fleet is the strong arm of our
police force on the ocean, necessary to I
protect American citizens and American
rights and intereste throughout the
world. This war drill may be worth
millions of dollars to our state and nation
in the future, by showing where the
weak places are in our defences along
the coast of Maine. It may lead to a
better fortification of the entrance to
In case
some of our harbors and rivers.
of a war with any foreign power the
coast of Maine will be one of the most
important places for an enemy to strike.
We hope no such time will ever come,
but it is a safe motto to follow, "In time
of peace prepare for war," for when we
are unprepared then the blow will bo
struck quickly and decisively.
J. II. Litti.k.

Styles.

Are in.
Quite an array too.
Store well filled.

!

destroyers.

have arrived.

Our Fall

_

York·

as

parsing

Will hold its 61st Exhibition

■

through

aittinir

!
Society
Agricultural

>

At the golf links Saturday afternoon
Mrs. Davies entertained, and Mrs. Fred
W. Shaw and Mrs. Charles L. Shaw
poured tea. The contest of the afternoon was a single round, medal play,
and the prizes of a pair of golf balls
were won by Mr. Charles I,. Shaw for
the men, and Miss Eflie \ Morris for
the ladies.
fatherly.
Mrs. Florence Maynard, held secretary
As we grew older we did not contine of the Children's Aid Society, which
ourself to the third pew from the maintains the children's home at Belfront, but would drop down 'most any fast, spoke at the Baptist church Sunday
place where the girls were. It wouldn't evening.
...
be surprising if the sermons were less
The night for opening the library has
attractive than the "sex." We were been changed
from Tuespermanently
We did not
not singular in that regard.
day to Wednesday.
ditTer materially from the other fellows.
The Cliristain Endeavor Society of the
History repeats itself, and the young Baptist church now meets Tuesday
men of this generation have caught on
evening instead of Wednesday.
to the idea of a former generation and
Philip Fessenden, who has been here
carry it out in the same old way.
the summer, and has officiated
\l"u

OXFORD COUNTY

or

Wheeler,

hair,

Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Tall· to Hector· Gray
Hair to ita Toothful Color.
Care· (Clip dlaeam M hair Tailing.
50c, »n<H I-Wat DniaitU

WHAT IS LIFE?

In the last analysis nobody knows,

but we do know that is under strict law.

Abuse that law even slightly, pain reFOR SALE
sults. Irregular living means derangeA good cheap horse and a pair of
ment of the organs, resulting in Constipation, Headache or Liver trouble. Dr. second-hand double harnesses can
at a
King's New Life Pills quickly re-adjusts be
this.

It's

gentle, yet thorough. Only

2δο. at 7. ▲. Shurtleff & Co. ; Noyes

Drag Store, Norway.

bought

bargain.

O. W. PARSONS,
South Paris, Maine.

(ooking-Ranges

HAVE WON THE LEAD BECAUSE OF

The Single Damper (patented) which prevents the difficulty and confusion of two-damper ranges ;
Extra Large Oven with asbestos-lined back and heatsaving cup-joint flues ;
Improved Dock-Ash Grate, which maku a better fir·
and

fuel ;

saves

Removable Nickel Rails,
of

blacking;

which save half the trouble

the Simmering Cover, extra large Aeh Pan, etc.,etc.
// there Is no agent In your town we will tend a
"Crawford" on 30 days' trial.

Together with

WALKER & PRATT M FIL

CO., 31-35 (Mm Stmt, Buta, Mut

A Fall Overcoat
will be needed
for

evening

cooler. A

shoitly.

use.

light

Even

now one

is needed

The weather will be growing
weight overcoat is an indispensable

garment for fall and spring use. Nothing else takes
the place of one. Our stock of these useful coats
a wide range of patterns and fabrics.
oxfords and several shades of olive. Prices

embraces

Blacks,
run

from

H.

$6 to $15.

B.

FOSTER,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

ïtw «stovft

Simncrat

Summer has arrived at last.
Paris schools will close two

ing the Fair.

Oxford

days

du

Couaty

βτΑτι of Ohio, Citt of Toledo, "·
(
LucasCouhtt.
Kit* a κ J. Chkhkt make· oath that be Is tb
senior partner of tbe firm of F. J. Chxkky i
Coo·
THREE GOOD DAYS.—SOME CLOSE RACE*. Co, doing business In the CUr of Toledo,
ty and State aforeaald. and that aald Arm wtl
LARGEST CROWD EVER BEEN ON THE pay the aum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS to r
each and every eaae of Catarrh that cannot b ι
ABOUNDS WEDNESDAY.
cared by tbe aae of Hall's Catabbh Curb.
Fbahk J. Chekby.
Sworn to before me and anbacrtbed in mi
presence, tbla 6th day of December, ▲. D. IS*
The Riverside Park AMOciatlon w
A. W. GLEASON,
favored with fine weather for ito three
■—·-w
ifoùory Public
)
dave' fair at Bethel last Tuesday, Wed Jail's
Catarrh Core la taken Internally and acti
needay and Thursday. There was a dlrectlr on the blood and muooas mrfaces o:
tor testimoniale, free.
good attendance for the three daye wi tbe system. Send
Addreas, F. J. Chkhkt & Co., Toledo, O.
on Wednesday the crowd was the largest
49*Sold by Druggists, 75c.
on
the
that was ever seen
grounds. ^
Hall's Family Pills an the beat.
A fair show of cattle was
as usual much less than might be if the

NORWAY.

Fair.

The Bethel Fair.

ENTRIES FOR THE RACES.

ATTRACTIONS.

FALL

A. P. Rlaisdell of Rockland ia visiting
his Norway friends for a short time.
Everything indicates a great exhibition Some years ago be worked for J. O.
of the Oxford County Agricultural Crooker, and is most favorably rememSOUTH PARI» PO*T OFTlCR.
Rev. Lucien Robinson of Philadelph a
a. u. SDO A. M. te
Society this week. The race entries, bered by Norway citizens.
omcc Mou»; M·«β I*
is a guest at Wallace Ryersun's.
The corn factory commenced business
which closed the 8th, make a long list
jSWP. *·
I. X. Stanley and wife of South Por t- and promise exciting contests.
Entries this week. The bean and corn crop is
TRLWR RAILWAY.
ci KA N D
land are visiting his brother,
Wii ■t are coming in well in other departments. much better than it was last year at this
Commencing June M, 1SK1,
Some of the tents for the refreshment time the firm report.
Stanley.
Harold B. Chapman is one of the most
stands are already up, and the work of
γκλινη lkavk south pauis
,
There will be a dance at Xew Hal
the grounds a lively successful agents the Glenn Brothers
a. m., (dally, Sundav.
preparation
gives
Ίο"»
10th. Musi
t,uinhave in their employment. He is now
Sunday only. Wednesday evening, Sept.
» Λ) Α. M-. 4 -a» p. m.
appearance.
by Stearns' Orchestra.
On Wednesday and Thursday special engaged in canvassing the town of He10:15
*
M.,
.3S)P.
»wl!-WDOA.
nv
But it would be a little more comfor t- trains will leave South Paris for Port- bron.
laily. Sundays included). Sunday only,
r M
John M. Prank has built the brick
able for the fair if we hail had enoug! l land and Berlin at β p. m.
This will
Born.
HÎSÎA· u
ol .took In th. TW»ltr «aid
It is one of
rain to lay the dust
ensure a good attendance from the towns sidewalk for V. W. Hills.
CHURCH ΚΑ.
®
^
to
an
make
trouble
take
the
the best in the village and a marked imIn South Parla, Sept. 0, to the wife of George
the (irand Trunk line.
Bev. W. B.
Church.
K'rst CongregsdouRl
O. W. Royal and wife are visited b y along
Some tood horse stock was shown, es- L. Davee a eon.
10:46
The Norway Band will play on Wed- provement to Mr. Hills' residence.
k, I». tV. pastor. Preaching services,
Kr
"r
®ares and
of
brood
their
Mrs.
in
the
line
In
Lester
DeCoete
Parla, Sept. IS, to the wife of George L.
12
Y.
School
daughters,
a
summer
pecially
M.;
Mrs. V. M. Whitman after
Sunday
u l τ ou p.
a son.
f oesday and Thursday.
ï
c
Κ at dr. H.; Church prayer meettn*· ou of Bridgeport, Ct., and Mrs. Joeselyn ο
at her former home at St. Andrews, colts. The races, on a track. that.is Brlggs,
visit
In
Kaat
Waterford, Sept. β, to the wife of Merfor
the
races:"
Entries
no»
other
o'clock.
AU,
τ.lav evening at 7 »
Worcester, Mass.
N. Bm has returned. Mr. and Mrs. known as one of the best in the s*®*1®· ton Young, a daughter.
connecte-1. are cordially Invited.
a :50 class. Purs·, $100.
of starters and
fields
In Norway, Aug. 7, to the wife of Joaeph A.
out
W.
Pwtor.
good
brought
A.
are
now
Rev.
Pottle.
Whitman
and
stopping
family
All the Paris schools had their usua 1
Methodist Church,
Wood·, a »on.
Ethel 8.. Siuith. Auburn.
>„sundav. morning prayer meeting, 9:30 a
at their lake cottage.
In Leelatnn, Sept. 5, to tbe wife of W. H.
Chick. Wilkinson, Groveton, Ν. H.
service 10 45 A. *· ; Sabbath School sessions on Labor Day, for while tha t
did the
memof
a
Cook,
W.
L.
Scribner
A
Put·.
met
South
formerly of South Paria, a diughter.
lean
Springfield,
Law, Howland,
Κ ρ worth league Meeting, 6:15 P.M. i is a legal holiday, most of the pupil
Η*
In Mexico, Sept. 4, to the widow of Alex Mcfor the crowd, and furnished very satis
Bath Girl, roe, South Parte.
inand
7
p. m.; piayer meeting
of
ber
of
the
board
meeting
jail
prison
and teachers preferred to have an extri 1
'.*v, ing prayer
a son.
Pherson,
South
Pari·.
Prtn»
e
of
meals.
Wltte·,
Cummin*·,
class meeting. Friday evening.
TlL tv evening;
I In North BuckfleM, Sept. 4, to tbe wife of
spector, was in town the last of the factory
day off during fair time. So all tin ) Parmachenee, Walker, Rum font Falls.
< hurch. Kev. 11. S. Mnkhara, Pastor.
Charles F. Scott, a son—Charles Frederic.
week. His sister, Mrs. Ο. N. Bradbury,
BuckflelU.
a.
HALL.
45
SabTHE
l<>
Ma'ee,
IN
service
m..
Paris
will
Record,
one
ii
schools
I In
" lav, preaching
suspend
day
„u
Bethel, Sept 4, to the wife of Geo. Bryant,
Northland Anna, Gregg, Andover.
returned to Springfield with bim upon
„ol 12 m.; praver meeting ,Λ) P. M.; exchange for I.abor
α
nrHt peru Grange made
the only I a daughter.
Day, and, if fair »
Sir William, Ryereon, Bethelhis return for a few weeks' visit.
-...•.•tlng Tuesdav evening.
on
μ
will
also.
of
the
one
end
I.ewleton.
Pastor,
Twinkle
J.
H. I.lttle,
Friday
they
suspend
Wllke·, Russell.
'v r. ilM < liurvh. Kev
«range exhibit, occupying
Gold Finder, Walte, Lewlston.
at 3Λ» P. M.
Ralph Osgood returned to Lowell, hall with a varied and interesting co I
p.,.,. I.:n. «rvlce every Sunday
Married.
A series of gospel tent meetings, unde
Glory, Ituet-ell, Lewlston.
at 3 M p. *.
Evening service, »
Mass., the last of the week. He has
,. S.
,,
comprising all kinds of farm atu
the auspices of the Maine Full-Oospe I
Alclaymoot, Hastings, Newry.
visited his uncle, P. W. Sanborn, for
r. *■
For
household
products.
In Auburn, Sept. 9. by Rev. R. E. Gllkey, Mr.
Association, will be held at ElectraPark
2 '30 class. Purse $200.
several week» and now resumes his
STATKU Mk-fcriSU*.
the hall show, there was
George C. Newton of west Auburn and Mlaa
iH.
Régulai They will open Tuesday evening. Sept
studies in the Lowell High School.
Sam, Smith, Auburn.
l'uth E. Brown of Grafton.
lines
a
κ t Λ M .-Paris Lodge, No.
in
most
lence
in
though
Α. Η. B-. Stanwood, Lewltton.
quality,
The next on the boards will be "The
In Rumford Falls, sept. 9. Mr. Georro B. Luf·
Tuesday evening on or before full moon 15, and will continue every afternoon anc
This is to be the Greatest Fur Season
SOMETHING NEW. Thi» season we
Lady Madeline, Brown. Groveton, Ν. H.
This season there is a great change in
κ —Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
kin of Klneaton, Pa., and Misa Sara E. Eaton of
I
Real Widow Brown" at the Opera House
evening until about the lirst of October
Sebot, Richards, Falmouth.
Hillside
Farm,
Falls.
T iurs·lay evening of each wees.—Auror»· Good
Rumford
Poultry
1and good singing are ex
Almost have added MISSES1 SKIRTS to our on record if we can judge from appearof
the
Suit
Jackets.
the
16th.
Strath belle, Harden, Lewlston.
speakers
style
third
Sept.
and
Monday
evening^
tiret
Wednesday
evening,
Rev.
J.
Mr.
In Peru, Aug. 29, by
D. Graham,
gi, Λ -ment,
West Bethel, exhibited twenty-six vaNellie Bolllns, rose, Cornish.
ances.
A greater part of the suit coats
pec ted. The meetings are not denomi
Amos French has sold to the town a
>f oai h month.
Henry E. Knight ana Mrs. Llzsle C. Robert', everything is long, either the blouse line. These should be very popular.
rieties of fruit, including apples, crabs, I both
Bonnie, Foes, Cornish.
ι.
of Peru.
κ-Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No
national or sectarian.
near the Albany town line.
have no collar or a very low one. The
gravel
pit
Paris.
South
eacl
Helen,
of
Fogg,
In North Llvermore, Sept. 1, Mr. George Aus- with ekirt or the long,
close-fitting
,-t, second and fourth Krtdays
j,
atJue Heilge, Bonnallie, Lewlston.
Several of our Norway citizens
ONE LOT of Oxford Mixed Goods, winter coats have small collars. ▲ Fur
Advertised letters in South Paris post
a dozen plates tin Jones and Mlaa Hattle TUley, both of Canton. coats.
nioi.i 'n (Hid Fellows' Hall.
One of the styles in the proper
No. 148, meet*
Ruby Wilkes, Bisbee. East Sumner.
tended the Bethel fair. They report a
In Canton, Sept. 2, by Rev. G. B. Hannaford,
ι, ν Κ —W. K. Kimball Poet.
of fruit, and several varieties of vege- \lr. Wm.
of eacl office Sept. 14, 1903:
orphan Wilkes, Hastings. Newry.
good
quality, two etitcbed bands crose adds much to the looks of jour costume.
and Mlaa May bmullen,
Darriogton
is
to
jlr-t in ! third Saturday evenings
and
most
nearly
everyone.
length becoming
enjoyable day.
pleasant trip
Lady Chestnut, Stevens, Rldlonvllle.
Mre M W. Hal ley.
18
both of Rumford Falla.
moiit.'i. In I,- A. K- Mall.
in front, stitched bottom, sizes from 32 This season we are showing a larger
of
Chester
Portland.
Gertrude
Mrs.
first
Hal,
meets
Temple
Sargent.
Perry
Mr». Georgia Slevene.
KtinbaU Relief Corps
Κ
In Bethel. Sept 1, by Rev F. E. Barton, Mr.
w
extensive collection of
of each month. In
Umpire, Russell, Lewlston.
Mr. J K. Iiriter.
E. Hodoklna and Mlaa Sarah A. Ilodg$··75 stock than ever in all styles and prices.
Springs, Pa., is stopping with her uncle,
An Extra Good Trade is one lot of to 38 length. Only
n, inlrd Saturday evenings
vegetables was entered from Maple Joseph
Mr. Kroeetti. Ham.
both of Bethel.
Keitef(. *>rpi* Hull·
kins,
Purse $100.
Orin
Kimball.
2:40
class.
Mr. Kugene Lubrok.
West Bethel, owned by Ε
Pari* Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1.
In Gorham, Ν. II., Sept. 2, Mr Charles K. Cheviot Black and Blue, good quality,
f H.
Farm,
ONE LOT of Brown Fur, cluster, good
The town clerk is now provided with
the
Polly H-, Hewey, Andover.
Mr. Ellaa Moore.
ONE LOT of Oxford Mixtures of a
.,,<1- ...m.1 and fourth Saturday ; during
pG rover. The collection comprised Noye- of Bryant'a Pond and Mlas Ethel E. Wil- belt, capes and sleeves, piped with silk,
Ethel S., Smith, Auburn.
Mr. Thomas Whlttcmore.
books required by the registration law
λ!; '1er of the year, meets every Satunlay, lc
son of Gorham.
r,
$4.50
buttons and stitch- style and durable,
some forty varieties.
better
Chick, Wilkinson, Groveton. N. 11.
band,
quality,
Mr. Kreeman Btxby.
blouse jacket with skirt, plain skirt.
of tiiis year. One book for Republican
, ^ a coi
American Law, How land, South Paris.
U. It. Bell.
D. A. Cummings of Albany hart
C —Second and fourth Monday· ol
'V
sizes 32 to 38, only
$3*75
ing,
one for Democratic voters and
Bath Girl, Fogg. South Paris.
voters,
ONE
LOT
of
F.
1».
M.
with
S.
two
Davis.
uionth.
and
»
Fox,
ends,
long
ea·
Died.
lection of apples, pearo, plums
potaPrince of Wilkes, Cummlngs, South Parle.
one for Prohibition voters.
s
,>. p.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1»1.
toes some twenty varieties.
tails and four small ones,
ι
Parmachenee, Walker, Rumford Falls.
large
$6.30
Kendall Swift died at his home in this
A.
of
C.
«.el- -e. ond and fourtli Wednesday evenings
of
novelties.
Emma
in
some
the
Ladies1 sizes
McCrellis, daughter
Ltla
In South Parla, Sept. 11, Kendall Swift, aged
Walker, Rumford Fall».
Some immense Potato»
uf each month.
place Friday evening from the effects of Maiee,Wilkes,
McCrellie, is at the Gray Business ColRecord, Buckfleld.
73 years.
ZIBELINE SUITS in blue, black
τ I-Ham Un Lodge, No. 31. meet» ever}
Κ
ONE LOT of long Brown Fur, wide
Mod, lote being «liown
a paralytic shock sustained in the mornBethel.
Bartlett.
in
a
Hinette,
Eaat
Frank
Mall.
take
C.
37
she
where
will
at
Hiram,
3,
Day,
aged
Sept.
Pythian
v.' vening
►
lege, Portland,
ONE LOT in blue and one in black at
mixed with white hairs, blouse jacket,
C. E. Valentine, N. Tnak, L. Γ). Γ,rover, yeara.
Northland Anna, Gregg, Andover.
rn vViMxImen of America—South Pari
ing of that day. He rose as usual that
neck, metal clasps with chain, wide
M
of
full
course
study.
Fred S., Tapley, Berlin, Ν. H.
In North Paria, Sept. 7, Harvey Corbett, aged
E. Kyenmn
\.. iiiitrr, meets second and fourth Tue*Sorman
unobsatin lined, capes, silk piped, plain skirt, ground, snow-flaked, and an
morning and built a tire, and a few minC. F. Ridlon has a new platform in
Sir William, Ryereon, Bethel.
$10.00
S3 years.
ends, satin lined, six tails,
,la> evcidng* In l,olden Cross Hall.
utes later suffered the attack front which
Pilot Wilkes, Cole. Bethel.
In Weat Fryeburg, Aug. 26, Mrs. Mary Eaat- stitched bottom,
trout of his store. The work was done
$12.50 trusive stripe of green. Medium weight,
Brown man.
Twinkle Wilkes. Russell, Lewlston.
Ne»ry,
lie
never
was
rallied.
His
73
age
years,
aboard for the fair grounds!
ONE LOT of fine Fur, brown, long
\
by Morrill Fuller.
$3.98
straps, buttons and stitching,
In Waterford, Aug. 31, Lutber E. Wheeler,
Π. F. Ma»,m, and
Glory, Russell, Lewlston.
rhe funeral Sunday afternoon was atMrs. Fred A. Cole of Westbrook was
and flat, 8 inches wide, satin lined, cords
tged 27 years.
ONE LOT of Black Pebble Cheviot,
N'ickerson spent Suuday with tended
2:30 class. Pukse $150.
Mi.
W.
Pottle
of
Kev.
A.
the
In
by
η town this week with relatives and
Sept 12, Jeeae Stover, aged
ONE LOT in black and one blue, with tails, tails on each end,
W. Barker secured first ibout Brownfleld,
Ε
Ethel S.. Smith, Auburn.
Μι». Wallace Kyerson.
17 yearn.
$16.50
Methodist church. Mr. Swift had loug
long fitted coat, satin lined, new sleeve,
friends.
e
Mr.,
Martha, Richards, Falmouth.
on dairy butte,
snow-flake goods, stiaps and buttons on
ieen a member of that church, formauy
a!
will
Kimball
is
Alfred
S.
Starbird
Mrs.
skirt,
$15.00
A.
Mr.
and
plain
American Law, Howland. South Paris.
>: c Alfred
spending
west
Daniel
Mrs.
Fletcher,
iMoueh'id,
and a ve;y
>ears one of its trustees,
Bonnie Nelson, Chapman, Bethel.
$4.98
! ittend the
seams, bottom etitched,
meeting of the Sovereign Peru ΆΑ. Mrs. Fletcher also showed
fe» >i.tys with his parents here.
Bath Girl, Fogg. South Psrts.
■egular attendant upou its services. He
jlrand Lodge of Ι. Ο Ο. P., to be held
Jim Dandy, Cummlngs, South Paris.
M -> >live M. Stuart is in Boston for a
in
vas quiet and unobtrusive
his deη Baltimore,
Md., Sept. 21-20. They
l>eau Patchen. Bisbee, East Sumner.
.iter the fall styles in millinery.
w,, λ
ueanor, but universally regardeil as a
Li la Wilkes. Walker, Ruui'onl Falls.
itart Monday, Sept. 14, with the New
This seems to be another White Waist
Dealers in
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Rumford
Η
Walker.
of
the
member
Alclay
community.
II. Br«>oks has been spending I vorthy
Mr>
Sngland delegation. Mr. Kimball repreSeason. Many pretty things in Mercer»
Hinette. Bartlett, Bethel.
Gradually failing health for some two Polly
sents the Grand Encampment of Maine.
in· week here visiting her husband.
t!i,
H., Hewey, Andover.
ized
Bedford Cords, Brilliantines and
first-cla«s goods.
ears had somewhat affectod him menI,
Northland Anna, Gregg. Andover.
Mrs. V. W. Hills and Mrs. F. E. Drake
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full,
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they
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vere in Boston and New York for the
ladies' handiwork.
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Pilot Wilkes, Cole, Bethel.
îllen Tucker, but no children. He is
atw weeks' visit to friends in Lowell.
ONE LOT of heavy white mercerized,
Granite Work,
unlined.
all and winter stock of millinery. They
Very pretty and becoming but still quite a change from last year.
Wliite bread was exhibited by Mrs. O.
Sunlight, Walte, Lewlston.
urvived by four brothers, residents of
Mass.
back and sleeve, plaited front,
the
returned
Lewlston.
and
plain
eft home last week
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Mr.. E. W B»k.r;W.
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Β
etc.
LOT
with
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Hair,
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his town, Daniel, Alvin, Ansel and
ast of this week.
only
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2 r23 class. Purse $200.
Π mas Powers is putting on the
green mixture of a heavy wool cloakMr. and Mrs. George W. Moholland
Universalist 'handler, and one sister, Mrs. Emerythe new
iu
Jack Leo, Chaplin. Harrison.
Others with blue and white embroidj .isTcritig
ONE LOT of Black Broadcloth, sevenalso of this town.
and
checks
red
with
of
Mrs.
Lowell,
are
Auburn.
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»f
Smith,
Mass.,
visiting
Sam,
ing,
Medford,
church.
ery.
Sebot, Richards, Falmouth.
ifoholland's mother, Mrs. J. D. Cragin.
for Masons.
gore, tucked seams, each with separate capes, and velveteen strap on shoulder,
Flannel and Cashmere Waists in
American Law, Howland, South Paris.
V
Hopedale,
Starbird-Andrews Reunion.
Mary McArdle of
son of West
and
G.
Mrs.
E.
Skillings
Paris.
South
tafTeta
bands
seams
at
Helen, Fogg,
bound, large eleeve, velveteen cuff, sizes 8, 10, several stylos and colors.
bottom,
M. ;s visiting relatives and
Dean Patchen, Bisbee, East Sumner.
The third reunion of the Starbird
îverett, Mass., returned to their home j ranme
Norman Dudley,
in
New line of Black Mercerized Waists.
$5 .00 12 and 14,
unlined,
Rubv
$6.98
in tow a.
Bisbee. East Sumner.
ντΛιι;Λ \V
his week after a short visit. Mrs. j ilss Alice
Howard l« OUTH PARIS, MB. Telephone Connection.
umily was held at Orange Hall, South OrpfiauWilkes,
Capen, Nellie W.
Wilkes, Hastings, Bethel.
In Our Dress Goods Department we
'aris, Sept. 10. The idea of a reunion
killings was formerly in trade in this j ifarion A. Dudley, :Mrs. E M. Cariter,
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Massachusetts friends for a week.
of the building tors call bilious dysentery, and could get nay
ng sketch of the history
For sale by Shurtleff Λ Co., lie bel, 2d, W. A. Emery 3d.
a an adult.
CLOTHING have arrived and we are
iid its name, and referred to some of nothing to do him any good until he
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and
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will need
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Mr William, b.
all the "old meeting house" a blessed chant, Hancock, Md. For sale by Shurttheir quests.
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a NEW SUIT, HAT or OVERCOAT and
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dace.
Placido Alouso. A great time was had
Buck
b. m..
a machine stitched harness as is
This is as
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ones spent the evening with them and
tend.
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Drowned
Why not examine our stock? Let us
sold for $15 00. I also have the same harness in nickel
Card of Thanks.
Time, 2 *9 1-4,9 39 1-9 î 891-4.
of the 32a Maine Regiment. The
listory
had a most enjoyable evening.
show you and tell you what we can do. We
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desire thus to express my thanks to I XK)k is very handsomely gotten up and
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trimmed for $10.00.
was
concernfeel confident of
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STOMACH TROUBLE.
ing the uneven Hat stones which former- vas recovered.
it. We tell Kirschbaum's Vitals Brand, T. S.
POB8R $100.
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ly made the surface there. The work
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Shurtleff
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Drug Store, Norway.
Noyes
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There was another but
I
b.m.,
Madeline,
Mackey
frost
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"
«dnesday morning. It was in a way a
Kirschbaum's Vitals Brand Suit· and Joe Hedge, g. g jBonnaUl·,
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F. H.
Lamson A Hubbard Soft and Stiff
Residence 112-12.
118-3.
Rain Coats and Fall Overcoats,
htting climax to our erratic season, but
Co.
Telephone
H.
F.
Noyea
OvercoaU.
Hats. P. H. Nojea Co.
nevertheless it is hard on the fanners.
Noyes Co., South Paris and Norway.
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Miss Rilla Wheeler of Milan, Χ. II.,
the guest of relatives here.
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In Our READY-TO-WEAR DEPARTMENTS you will find large
and varied lines. These are the same
high standard in style and durability
that we always maintain. We have

|

doubled our Suit Room space and our
Dressmaking Room. Call and see
our New Rooms and the New Fall

^ctulatjng

Styles.

,.

lection,

Furs.

Suit Department. Walking Skirts.

8mEallsmSmith,

·.

'exhibited

An'
line

,ru£
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$10.00
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A. W. Walker & Son,
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Ctlett,

Misses' Coats.

Dress Skirts.

Cement, Lime,
Briok, Sand, Plaster,

J

Complete Supply

ÏÏ 5.

lTi 'ΪΓίΓΛη

Shirt Waists.

J

F',:'AMSudf.yLc"Î^S-:

....

$5.001
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The Fall

Hunting

SEASON IS AT HAND.

Pipe.

Empty

buy

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

K. Chase, So. Paris.

_

at|

CO.,

Dynamite, Caps

What Woman

BROOKS—The

J.1

But Needs

a

Black Petticoat ?

We have them in Mercerized
Sateen, Silk Moreen, and Imported

Prices, .98, $1,1.19,

Italian Cloth.

1.25,1.39,1.50,1.69,1.75, 2, 2.25,

2.50, 2.75.

Stylish.

Perfect-fitting

N.

|

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

J

|

[

$12.00 buys a genuine rubber
brimmed, single strap harness.

Bolster & Co.,

Dayton

Styles,

styles

at,

Îour

waiting

generally

good

buy.

JAMES N. FAVOR, harnessfsttoe,tijckei

—

Fall 1903.

We have a nice line of MEN'S
WORKING SHOES, for $1.60, $2
and $2.50, they are the best w<
have ever sold for the price.

SMILEY SHOE STORE
NORWAY,

MAINE.

$5
styles.
style
$3,
$2.35.

$7.

pleasing

paid

leading

quality.

specialty

Jones"

$13.
$5
3-piece
$1.50
miring
gladly

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Ivers & Pond Pianos.
The

Conservatory Expands.

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new bui'dings on tbe Back Eay.
is the largest school of music in tbe
and
its
wor'd,
pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever sirce it was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers A Pond pianos
we'e purchased.
Since then, as the conservatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 26S Ivers A
Pond pianos.
With the expansion incidental-to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 81
additional Ivers £ Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute tu this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

m

S. RICHARDS,

Φ

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

South Paris, Oxford

Ψ

Me.

H und rvtl» oie 11 lld rv 11 mid adu

&

about 16 years of age
strong and who wish an

boys

positions
capable boys.
Apply at once to

open

to

smart,

Mechanic Falls, Me.

MASONIC BLOCK,

Telephone

THEM IF." DID I!
•Ί fcel it my duty to
eiptvj» my gratitude to
for tfa· benefit I

tun

r*rn-ed and aiu
now
receiving from
'L. F." Atwood· Mislicine. Three year, ago
1 wa* severely troubled
with livi-r complaint
1; vu impo.aible for
me t
partake of the
"d without
li 'htt»!
d itre·*, At tost I wuj
ad*i..-d by a frimd to
try 'i. V.' Molicine;
i'.l »ft»r using two
b.nt!«, I wa· perfectly
It i»e!joa«prmg
ii'odictne w!iich c.nnot
be «pialed. and can

Complaint—

Couldn't Eat without
Distress—
Quickl} Cured

FOR

never li
too highly
pfatocd·' —Fr«dJ. He π-

ι;

*1

:t,

Wvjt»aruuiigtua,

THE TRUE "L F." MFDICiSE ACTS GENTLY BUT
PROMPTLY AW S13ELY, ".NO LEWES ONLY
GOOD t?FECTS Ν .TS ΛΑΧΕ

Pliwln.
Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

SALESMEN WANTED

our

Interest*

Salary or
'n Ox for· I ami uiljicent counties.
-ommlsslon. Ail'lrejs
THK VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
Clovelan·!. Ohio

scribe the third

picture.—St. Nicholas.

So. 270.—Word Square.

1. Pain.
2. A certain lish resembling the lobster. but smaller and found In fresh
It is esteemed very delicate
waters.
food both In Europe and America. A
fish of this name is found in the Mammoth cave.
3. A covering for the bead.
4. The lofty nest of α bird of prey.
X». 271.—Λ Ciirdrn Η ο ma η ce.
Over all the border gallants Kay,
λ\ i le famed In song rnd proso.
The handsomest, most royal knight
Was courtly young
In vain did
s!gh
And rustic· bouncing Bet;
Unmindful of their flaunting charms,
He wooed sweet

"Oh. Η.ν with me!" entreated ha

"You'll need no fine new frock.
We'll steal away ere peep of day
."
'Twlxt three and

But she refused his plea. Said she:
such doings dark.
"We'd
Tile
sure would ring a'arm.
bark!
And then the
"I love you true; none else I'll
My wcrd you may rely en.
η ver won my heart
I
Nor say Sir —·."

i
'

I
j

wed;

r

Xo. 272.—Meiiurnin.

1. A substance now before your eyes.
2. A lively movement; also a shrub
growing in the south of Europe which
produces a bud used In cooking.
3. A small wax candle; to become
gradually smaller toward oue end.
l'niile.
Add a parent to a dog and get a
maxim or tenet; a collection of trees
and get a large white blossom; a pad
and features of the face and get to assert positively; a domestic animal and
get a tierce member of the canine family; two consonants and get an IrreguXo. 27'U—Animal

lar rhyme.
To a cow add two consonants and get
a
poltroon; to mistake and get to
waver through fear; to conceal and
jtet the skin of a domestic animal; to
slide and get a spring iiower; to tou?h

Û74.—Hlddleiueree.
In war. not in tight;
In stur, not In night;
Not In power. y< t In might;
In haxc, not In bright;
In gloom, not In light;
In wrong. n<>t in right;
In bay, not In bight;
You've a stat*.' now in sight.

COLLÊG

LRWISTON. ΜΛΙΧΓ
1
t'> think t-f lîoliili aw:iy
Bu*ln<
UolUw -«'«.( tor on; CAT AÎ.OQ 130
Klc.r.i it Now BulUlln»
Students lust your :
Whe

t

you

com··

Û7.V—InxertiouM.
a loiter in a small
nail and make the stair of life. Answer— Brad, br-e-ad. 1
1. Insert a letter in to etagger and
Xo

[Example: Insert

Catalogues

sent on

application.

make one who revolts.
2. Insert a letter in a forest and
make a common λ orb.
3. Insort « letter In small quadrupeds and make to chop line.
4. Insort a letter in expire and make

A LOW PRICE

ditches.

Ileal lut ie Art.

ON

—

Friendly Critic—What

—

patterns and clean

to close out odd

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,
E. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I
1 will furnish
SUe or Style at

DOORS and WINDOWS of any
reasonable privée.

Also Window & Door Frames.

If In want of any kind of Klnleh for Inside or
Fine Lum
OuuMe work, send In your orient
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

E.

W.

West Sumner,

CHANDLER,
.....

Maine.

Livery Stock ior Sale !

10

ho'rses,

two-seated carriages,
top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
20

pastoral

carriages (open),

1

nice three seated

wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis i· a nice, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excellent open!ng.
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.

exquisite

scene!
That's a
Artist—Pastoral scene?
modern battle field.
Friendly Critic—But 1 don't see any—
Artist—Of course you don't! What
with smokeless powder and khaki, no

Carpets

Wool

an

UNPROFITABLE
FEEDING
Intelligent stock raisers know

that a certain amount of fml la
necessary to keep an aniiual
feed

that
alive.
They might
amount as long as It lives, and it

would never gain a pound.
There is no protit in that kind

of feeding. The kind that pays
is the kind that builds flesh rap-

Idly. If It takes twenty pounds
of food each day to keep a sheep

alive, twenty-five pounds a day
will make It gain flesh. It's the
extra five that brings the profit.
The first five

uothing,

nor

pounds

third or fouath five
•

It'· the

amounts to

does the sccoud or

pounds.

wnj with adYou have to do a

name

▼ertlalnic.

certain amount tu overcome
the resistance of the (labile.

You have to do a certain
amount of advertising to make
them wake up to the fact that
you are in busluess at all You
have to pay a certain amount to
keep your advertising alive.

What
above
that
you
pay
amount brings profit
Some advertisers fail because

they do not use enough epace.
They use barely enough or sometimes not quite enough to make
the advertising self sustaining.

one s»os

any!

Key

to

a"f
buîbs vrilH|80,1
liyo

£2
t

and porosity

lightness

the l'uzrler.

No. 201.—Primal Acrostic: Walter
So< ft. 1. Wallace. 'J. Andes. 3. Longfellow. 4. Tell. ·". Edward. <1. Rol»esplorre. 7. Socrates, s. Caractacus. i).
Odyssey. 10. Tassa 11. Themlstocles.
No. 202.
Syncopations: I>o-n-or.
—

Sk-c-in.
No. 2<>3.—Box Puzzle: From 1 to 2,
enjoy: 3 to 1, she; 3 to 4. scald; 4 to 2.
day: 3 to Γ». shade: 4 to 0. dense; 5 to 0,
othmIo; 7 to 8. tense: 7 to 0, those; 8 to
10. erect; 0 to 10. edict: 3 to 7. sit; 4 to
8. Dee: 0 to 10. eat; ."> to 0. ere.
A Poet: Milton.
N<>.
No. 21B.—ltlddlomeree: Water.
No. 200.—Subtraction: AL-IV-E (ale).
No. 207.—Floral Eid.cmas: 1. Hawthorne. 2. Canterbury bells. 3. Soloman's seal.

Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly
adapted for chronic throat troubles anil
will positively cure bronchitis, hoarse-

aro

obtained.

the two together well and
combination in which the
you
roots of the bulbs can mako their way
easily, and from which the over-supply
of moisture peculiar to early spring can
readily run off. It is a most excellent
plan to provide all bulb beds not naturally· well drained with artificial drainage,
riiii. can be done by excavating the bed
foot and a half and
filling in at the bottom of the excavation
tli old brick, stones, crockery—anvthing that will not readily decay and allow tho soil to settle into its old-time
solidify to the depth of about six
H hen this is in place, roturn
nehes
the soil taken from the bed, mixing into
it, as you do so, whatever fertilizer you
make use of. The best of all is old,
rot ted man u ro from the cowr horonpli
Not,"n« else suits bulbs so well.
IrHut»·**
if you cannot obtain it, line bonemeal. which can be procured at anv
agricultural store, or from the florists, is
If barn■ι most excellent substitute.
yard manure is used, a quantity equal
to one-third tho other soil will'not beIf bone-meal is used, a pound
too much
S(l,iarp 3'ard of soil
w ill be about right,
provided it is workt() tho d°PUl of ^0
.e which °"&ht
not to be
n,!'
.e·
Ucloss than
eighteen inches. If this
amount wore spread on the surface it
"
would be too much of a good thin"
it is important that tho soil should be
18 ,ino and mellow.
"ntl1
(w
Coarse,
lumpy soil will never produce
Th° 8Urfaco of the bed
shouldh
five or six inches higher than
should
bo «
tbaf tho Wator fruni
melMn»
melting snows and early rains may run
>tf readily. Let the bed slope evenly in
all directions from its center
As a general thing the catalogues of
the dealers will be circulated early in
September As soon as received, make
your selection of bulbs, and directly
after jou have sent away your order, be^rden for them, so
that the;> can be planted as soon as tliev
Bulbs are often damaged
received
ti,eni to remain exposed to tho air for some time before
8 blllb consi8t8
the moisture contained in its
laigely in H
,s aI,owetl to evaporate,
«ι
rnnidlv irhon ovnosod In Π<τ),|
and air, your bulb will bo so weakened
before planting that it is not in condition
to begin and complete effective work
Because of this
when put into the soil.
fact, make ready for your bulbs bofore
procured, and put them out as soon as
possible after receiving them. If it is
uot convenient to do so, keep them in a
cool, dark place until you have the opportunity to plant them.
Tulips, hyacinths, and narcissus
should be planted about six inches deep
and from six to eight inches apart. This
may seem to some like close planting,
but it will give you a good covering for
your bed—which plants a foot apart will
not—and if plenty of nutriment is supplied by the soil, you need not fear a
lack of
perfect development. The
smaller bulbs should be planted from
four to five inches deep and about the
same distance apart, excepting the verysmall ones. These can be set in groups
of five or six, an inch apart.
amateur
I should not advise the
gardener to invest in all kinds of bulbs
the first season unless she has had some
experience in their cultivation. Try
some of the easiest-growing kinds, and
by and by, if warranted ih doing so by
your success with them, enlarge the
Most
borders of your bulb garden.
amateur gardeners are over-onthusiastic
at the start and undertake too much. Be
wise and undertake only what you can
feel pretty sure of carrying out well,
keeping in mind the fact that a few
tlowers well grown are infinitely more
satisfactory than a good many inferior
It will be found, too, that a fewones.
kinds which respond to ordinary ama
teur treatment with a satisfactory degree of success, always afford vastly
more pleasure than a large number of
sorts which require more crfeful culture.
Therefore leave -the more exacting kinds
to the future, and begin with those
which will make the lua.it demands upon
your skill.
In planting bulbs do not make the mistake of mixing them in the beds; that
is, do not plant tulips, hyacinths and
other varieties together in haphazard
fashion.
They do not combine well,
either in habit of growth or color. Give
each kind a place by itself, and so far as
possible, keep the colors apart, unless
you are sure there is entire harmony iu
their contrast. If it is desired to use
red, blue or pink hyacinths in the same
bed, be sure ta separate the colors by
white varieties if you want them to produce the most pleasant effect on the eye.
A jumble of colors is never satisfactory.
The same advice applies to the tulip.
Of this llower there are several varieties,
early, medium aud late, therefore study

Simply

mix
have a

finÎ! Pwi°fua

ly,

ίΤ) 1?« Ik ft0ieïCh
Γι

Mu.

BUSIN BSS

great dual of

I,,ρΓν \-

went
So they to
Ere ever fell the
For usher
bright.
for bridesmaid.
Fair

with the tongue and get an irregular
tuft of hair.

Ν. H.

Berlin,

A

All the objects pictured may be de
scribed by words of four letters. Take
tin· tirst two letters of the first picture
and then the second two of the next
picture. These four letters will de-

spring

expected

from them next
success in bulb culture
p,anlίηΚ· °f course
in almost any kind of soil
bulbs will
not
bo
satisfied with mere
8hou'd
We must aim to bring about
i
fullest possible dovolopment, and
the
tins we cannot do unless we give especial
attention to tho soil in which we plant
them. 1 lie ideal soil for bulbs is ono of
sandy loam, naturally drained, but most
soils can be fitted for them with but little trouble. If heavy, add sand until
be

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

the fal1' an(i Pl't-

Hi.?*
",em rS8lb,le ground as soon as
·° ΐ°
tu
If this *■ done—and
th Jl m feCel^; th°y aro Planted is
°S bountiful crop of
nronerlv
fan?*!7 pre»,aren(,-a
flowers may reasonably
fully-developed

Mouldings

Severe Liter

HEADQUARTERS

tîîe

aS

ELIXIR

ave

W. H. Winchester,

,8t?nd?

fanpfor'th

TRUE S

NORWAY^

Connection.

t» have

L. M. TUFTS,

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

Licensed Taxidermist,

condor" V

SlS-°P °K

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

J. WALDO NASH,

explanation may not be amiss just here.
Bulbs when transplanted make a growth
fal1 and put thomsolvos in
condition for springs work. This being
!t
us în h»»"! to plant
8eason that the fal1
y ,n
can be made in· pood time
and fully completed before the season
closes m and puts an end to their activbulbs have only fairly
begun this work when winter comes
therefore spring finds them with more
can weI1 atten(1
to, and the natural result is that tl.o
business of the season is poorly done
few and iDferh,r flowers is
all that can be expected from thorn. All
this may be avoided by early planting.
-0t me "rge upon the bulb
fancier the importance of ordering bulbs

^-planted

G'ade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and 0:! a specialty.

High

to learn the shoe busiare

ïèftÎVv Tk.faI!
Τ

tfpmT'

Mats, Mirrors

Wanted

Good

Divided Word·.
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Picture Frames
and Pictures,

IN SHOE FACTORY.

ness.

Optician.

11 has
orm remedy made.
iieen in use since 1S41. is pu rely vegetable, harmless and effectual. Where
no worms art· present it actsaeaTonic,
and i-orrects the condition of the mucous membrane ot the stomach and
bowels. A t>oeitive cure for Constipation and Biliousness, and a valuable
remedy in all the couimnn complaints
of children. Price 35 cts. Ask your
druggist tor It.
I»r. J. V. Τ Κ Γ Κ Λ CO.. Auburn. Me.
9pr-.iV imtut f Τ » [κ Worm,. Kr<* ftuiphlyt.

S Co.3*'3"·^-·'· New York
SIUNN
Branch ortico, «35 F St. Washington. D. U

opportunity

208.—Diamond.
1. A letter. 2. To ask earnestly, ft.
An artificial water course. 4. Charge.
5. A country in South America. G. Expression of desire. 7. Oily part of
milk. 8. A species of stag. 9. A letter.
No.

1 he symptoms tirv:-indlge8tlon. with a
vartable appetite; ftmltongue; offensive
breath; hard and full belly with occasional gripingsand punis about the navel;
ey en heavy and dull : Itching of the nose;
short. dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
starting during sleep ; «low fever ; and
often in ohiklren, couvulsions.

A hund^molf titan*rated wr»*kîy. I.arcwt circulation t»f any urtontUK! Journal. Terni», $3 a
Sold by all newsdealer*.
▼ear ; f· »ur month», t L

are

Talk about Bulbs.
Most persons put off the planting of
UntiI cold weather is
where they make a
^
frrnat lî 4
th®y make it because
*?d
tw λ not understand the conditions
which govern—or should govern—this
phase of floriculture. A few words of
A

wrorm%buturetri-«t*d for other diseases.

Scientific American.

who

topics of Interest to the bull

to°rïn°Hnthanil \ban ,thoy

Αητηπ* «ρ·>ΊΙπβ η «kelrb nnd description may
quirk'Τ ascertain «■ tr opimon free whether an
Invention ih probably patentable. Communicatl<i·':>tinl. llumltxOkou Patent·
tion* «rictlyc«
sent free. ol.lcet ιικ»·ιι<·* for swuruiK patents.
Pau-nts tak"'i tnrvueh Munit Λ t'u. rvcelre
Ift cull «otic, «ri'hout ctmnro, tu the

Several

m

NORWAY, MAINE.

§
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King."

Jewel,

W. J

South Paris,

Wheeler,

Maine

Washing and Ironing Wanted.
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,
South Pari·.
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THE TRICKY BRAIN CELL.

the Wing.
CHARMING

WHEN WAIUU.ED DURING A

FLIGHT.

The songs of all birds gain in beauty
when they are uttered on the wing.
They seem to be delivered with more
The
abandon and greater volume.
water thrush's first cousin, the oven
bird, furniehes a striking example of
this. His ordinary song consists of a
repetition of the same note hammered
out with a constant crescendo.
Very effective it is, too, as a part of
the general music of the forest, though
lacking individual attractiveness on account of the monotony of its iteration.
But when the bird rises above the treetops and descends after the fashion of
the indigo bird to an accompaniment of
scattered notes lie takes far higher rank
as

a

performer.

South Paris.

Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Teacher—"Willie, what would be the
first thing to do if a boy should be sunstruck?" Willie—"Let him stay home
from school."

IX~6nE_DAY

CURE A COLD
Take Laxative Bro.no-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
E. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
25c.
on each box.
TO

to Dolly, nave
Tilly—
you any message for her?"
"What, writing to that horrid creature?
love."
her
Well, give
my

Milly—"I'm writing

your bulbs with litter from the
barnyard, leaves or straw, to the depth
of at least eight inches. This covering
will not keep the frost away from them,
but it will keep the frost in when it has
once penetrated the ground, and by retaining it prevent the frequent alternation of freezing and thawing, which is
what does the injury to plants. If this
is allowed to tike place, the plants will
be torn loose by the expansion of the
soil, their tender roots broken off and
great damage done. Shading the soil
keeps the sun out, and this is what we
aim to protect them from, rather than
from the cold.—New Idea
Woman's
cover

Magazine.

Hnppen» When We Know λ
Name Which Eaeapca Da.
The anatomy of the nervous system,
and consequently Its pfiyelology, was
regarded in the past as very simple.
showed that the specific brain
Whnt

Cayal

coil Is an Independent unit provided
with multiple processes, by means of
which It Is capable of acting not
through one nerve alone, but several.
This independent brain unit or cell Lb

c.iIKhI a neuron. A simple Illustration
of how the neuron works Is furnished
i>y our not infrequent hunt for a name
or an idea which we know we possess.
We feel that the name Is there, but we

Stranger—"What

•lown therefor?"
lars a wake."

arc

digging

you

Mulligan—"Eightdol-

THE PLEASURE OF

EATING.

DM BACKS

cannot recall It. We get various names
near It. beginning even with the same
letter or the same vowel sound, yet
only after minutes or even hours does

occur to us.
Not always, however, does he require it actually
What is supposed to happen is that
the exhilaration and inspiration of an
which
aerial toboggan to cause him to abandon the particular cell of Intellection
bis plain chant for a moro tlorid song. I we are using throws out its process
bavo hoard him sing the latter perched among the cells of memory for names,
on a grapevine not two feet above the and though this process is brought in
ground. And as if to show that he did connection with cells containing simuot reserve his superior powers for
ilar names. It is only after a more or
special occasions, ho mingled it with his less prolonged search that It hits on the
tho
song,
plain chant and ended with
right one. It is as If the telephone opaud sometimes roversed this order.
the en; tor In the central office felt around
un
bird
oven
the
love
to
see
I
ground. There is such a ludicrous as- blindly for the connection wanted, and
sumption of dignity on his part as he only after putting the plug Into various
strides about the stage, never for a mo- holes eventually struck the proper one.
ment forgetting himself so far as to hop. —Dr.
Joseph Walsh In Booklovers
There is the samo even, measured stead- Masraziue.
is
iness about his movements that there
Tito I'm* of <luotntlona.
in his chant. It is only when he launches
himself into the effervescing song that
The danger in sprinkling one's work
he forgets his staid demeanor.
with quotations Is that the brilliancy
the quotations has a tendency to
THK GENUINE VS. COUNTERFEITS. of
make the rest of the work look dull.
The genuine is always better than a
of the i>est writers, however,
counterfeit, hut the truth of this state- Many
of their
ment is nevor moro forcibly realized or have gut much of the charm
moro thoroughly appreciated than when
style from apt quotation and illustrayou compare the genuine DoWitt's Witch tion. The Literary Collector gives this
Hazel Salve with the many counterfeits example of apt use of ornament by the
and woiihless substitutes that are on late William Allen lîutler, the lawyer,
the market. \V. S. Ledbetter, of Shrevewho wrote "Nothing to Wear:"
port, La., says: "After using numorous
Mr. Butler was arguing a case before
other re m od es without benefit, one box
the United States
of DeWitt's Witch II.izol Salve cured the supreme court of
court
me." For blind, bleeding, itching and and was trying to convince the
protruding pilos no remedy is equal to that a certain clause in an insurance
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. Sold by F. policy was available for the company,
A. Slmrtleff & Co.
but could not be invoked by the as-

sured. Ilis opponent slyly remarked:
"The learned counsel reminds me of
the words of an American poet (Butler
himself) when lie makes Miss Flora
Mci-'liinsey say to her afDanced:

A painful back.

A lame, a weak, an aching back
ills.
Telle of your
Backache is the kidneys' warning.

kidney

DO YOU WANT STEADY

EMPLOYMENT AT OOOD PAY?

Doan's
Kidney Pills

Wo want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
weekly, experience not

Steady job, pay

W.

ΤΙΛΛΠΙ,

P.

93 Hnln St., South

Pnrlx,

Tl·

Mailorders promptly tilled.

Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
one hundred people who have heart troubla
can remember when It waa simple indiges-

Ho—"There is one woman in this
can thank mo for rondoring
her happy for life."
She—"Why, I
didn't know you wore married." He—
broke
the
"I'm not. I
engagement."

uame

Mr. D. Kauble, of Nevada. 0., says: I had stomach
trouble and waa In a bad state as 1 had heart trouble
with It. I took Kodoi Dyspepsia Cure for about foul
months and It cured me.

and who wrote in "Iludlbras:"
He tii.'t compiles against his will
Is of l;fs own opinion still.

world who

A PURGATIVE PLEASURE.
If you ever took DeWitt's Little Early
Risers for biliousness or constipation
you know what a purgative pleasure is.
These famous little pills cleanse the
liver and rid the system of all bilo without producing unpleasant efTects. They
do not gripe, sicken or weaken, but give
the tissues and
tone ami strength to
II. Howell of
W.
organs involved.
Houston, Tex., says, "No better pill can
be used than Little Early Risers for constipation, sick headache, etc." Sold by
F. A. ShurtiefT & Co.
"So Harry went East to see his aunts
and uncles in old Vermont. How did he
"Why ho couldn't
enjoy himself?"
"IIow was
make himself understood."
that pray?" "He tried to talk in the
dialect from a New England novel."
CURED
"CHJVUrill

HEMORRHAGES
LUNGS.
yVUl'S»

«IIICU

Illjr

THE

OF

ΙΙΐυμη

uvic ou

bad I ν affected that I had many hemorrhages," writes A. M. Ake of Wood,
Ind. "I took treatment with several
physicians without any benefit. I then
started to take Foley's Honey and Tar
aud my lungs are now as sound as a bullet. I recommend it in advanced stages
of lung trouble." F. A. Shurtloff Λ
Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

"Well," said
thought she had

the cheerful wife, who
a soprano voice, "if the
worst I could keep the
worst
"I
wolf from the door by singing."
don't doubt that would do it," replied
her pessimistic husband, "but suppose
the wolf should happon to be deaf?"
comes to

Penitence

lies

empty stomach.

most

heavily

on

an

FEET SWOLLEN' TO IMMENSE SIZE.
"I had kidney trouble so bad," says J.
J. Cox of Valley View, Ky., "that I could
not work, my feet were swollen to immense sizo and I was con lined to my
bod and physicians were unable to give
mo any relief.
My doctor finally prescribed Foley's Kidney Cure which
made a well man of 1110." F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens,

Oxford.

Admirer—Don't you think you arc
rather unreasonable to expect me to take
you to a ball, stay awake until four
o'clock ami then get up at eight to go to
my work?"v Young Lady—"I may be a
little unreasonable, but it's perfectly
brutal of you to mention it."

DISTRESS AFTER EATING CURED.

T. Holland of Greonsburg,
La., who is well and favorably known,
says: "Two years ago I suffered f reatly
After eating, great
from indigestion.
distress would invariably result, lasting
for an hour or so and my nights were
restless. I concluded to try Kodol Dyspepsia Cure and it cured me entirely.
Now my sleep is refreshing «and digestion
perfect." Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Judge W.

Von Quizz—"What does your friend
Novels?
write? Verse?
Tragedies?"
Hardo Ilashe—"Great Scot! What do
you take him for—an amateur? No sir;
ho writes advertisements, of course!"
DOCTORS COULD NOT HELP HER.
"I had kidney trouble for years,"
writes Mrs. Raymond Connor of Shelton,
Wash., "and the doctors could not help
mo.
I tried Foley's Kidney Cure and
the very first dose gave me relief and I
I cannot say too much
am now cured.
for Foley's Kidney Cure." F. A. Shurtloff & Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens,

Hong Kong Chinaman—"But wo might
learn to make theso goods ourselves, instead of importing them." Pekin China-

lien

The Eliivlve Lend Pencil·.

What becomes of the lead pencils Is
insolvable a problem ns what becomes of pins. Xo one ever really uses
up lead pencils; no one drinks them, so
to speak, to the very dregs, unless it is
one of those admirable people who
keep Journals and cash accounts and
who usually carry a sort of penholder
arrangement In which they insert a
half length pencil and go on and on
using It and sharpening it until It Is nil
as

Very few people

gone.

"I told papa your poems were the
"What did he
children os your brain."
say?" "Said they were bad enough to
put in the reform school."

f axative Rromo Quinine
Jures sCoM in One Dsy, Griptn 2 Day·
"Lot me take the blamed thing home,"
said the patient, as the dentist relieved
him of his aching molar; "I want to
take it home and poke sugar in it to see
it ache!"

USED~FOR

PNEUMONIA.

Dr. J. C. Bishop, of Agnew, Mich.,
says, "I have used Foley's Honey and
Tar in three very severe cases of pneuLaxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
Piping has found new favor this sea- monia with good résulta in every case."
a cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. son, and is particularly adapted to the Refuse subatitates.
F. A. Shurtleff &
Price S5 oenta.
tailored suit.
Co., South Paris. Orin Stereos, Oxford.

bring

strain and the heart of all pressure.
Bottle* only. $1.00 Size holding 2% tlmea the trW

topared br

alze, which sells for SOc.
■· 0. DeWlTT * 00.,

Sold
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DAILY

copy.

Your uatiio and addre-s
you a free

sample

on a

rani to THE NEW-

postal

copy.
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COMPOUND INTEREST
The trouble with most advertisers is that they expect itmuediate returus of large proportions. Oue prominent advertiser
illustrates the principle of advertising In this way:
«'The money expended for
advertlNliiK I· the tome na
The
If pi nerd at Interent.
profltN from the advertlaluit
are virtually the Interest on

nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

the Inventaient.

"The sums epeut for advertising
properly chargeable to capital account because the result-

to

are

ing good will Is something that
has value, which, If the advertising has been properly done,
can

usually

on

be sold for the face

remove

"The rate of Interest is determined by the skill with which

the Investment Is made.

50 Cts.

a

Week at

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

compounding the Interest, just so
the quickest way to realize re-

sults from advertising Is to compound the returns."—Advertising

In any

Experience.

Advertisers get good return»
on tho amount Invested In
columns.
people.

D0Wna"d

put

are

Variety Store Norway

"Just as the quickest way to
increase Invested wealth Is by

our

they

as

without bolts.
50 CtS

value of the investment.

CAR

We reach the

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particuhrs address,

SIMON STAHL,

I

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
INT.

ΒΒΗυΐΙΝΓ AND GORHAM,
NOTICE.
[η the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In bankruptcy.
In tne matter of
) In
Bankruptcy.
Eijwakh H. Westwoktic,

J

I have one Colonial Stylo, mahogany
Peaso piano, 7i octave, almost new

WlIlle'N Bedtime.

One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost now, for $55

G KO. A. WILSON.
Kcferce In ltaDkru|>tcr·

$185.

great

trade.

Willie—Pa. if a war ship Is called,
Ono second hand Worcester organ, 11
"she" why Isn't it a womnn-of-wnr?
stops, in nice condition, for $45
Father—It's your bedtime, Willie.—
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
Roston Post.
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost 1125, for $05.
Λ η orator or author Is never successOne second hand square piano, a nice
ful until he has learned to make his
ane, for $115, worth $140.
words smaller than his ideas.—Emer-

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J.

Wheeler,

MIX UVe· BLOCK,

toitk Parle,

Mai··,

FOU nALK.

Express Wagon,
heavy Harness

light ant!

one

one

Eastern Steams! Company.

case,

for

XX.

C. G. CURTIS,
ol Rumford, Bankrupt.)
To the creditor* of E-lward H Wentworth In
South Paris.
the County of Oxtyrd >.u<l district aforesaid :
Notice le Iwreby glvr.n that on the ! Kh day of
t
II
Edward
Wentwoilh
lune. A. D. 1903, the sal
ira* duly adjudicated bankrupt and that the drst
neetlng of hi» creditor·) will l>e held at the Court
House, In South l'art*, on the îSd day of Sept.,
D. 1903, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon.at which
PORTLAND DIVIMOff.
;lme the said creditor* may attend, prove their
Malms, ap|K>lnt a truste·*, examine the bankrupt To th·
Cuaat and Interior Kcaorti of
tnd trcnsact such other business as may properNow England.
y come before said meetl'g.
1<JU3.
South Paris, hept. ft,
ADDITIONAL tl'NDAY 8KRVICK.

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

Ono walnut caso Toole piano, almost
new, for $900, worth 1250.
Ono second hand Ivers A Tond piano,
walnut case, for $950, worth $300.
I have a nice oak caso organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a

pearls."

sample

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.

bring

A Cabman'· Retort.
Irascible Old Gentleman (putting
head out of four wheeler that Is crawling along at an unconscionable p-ice)—1
«ay. cabby, we're not going to a funeral.
Cabby (promptly)—No. and we ain't
go'.n' to no hioomln' fire either.—London Tit-Bits.

the Persians the writing of
poetry and beautiful and witty sayings is described as the "threading of

THE

YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

SymiMtthy.

With

to

Papers One Year (or $2.25.

PAPER.

Crow

son

you free

NEWS-

Lady nud Hep Sone.
There is u washerwoman In Paris
wl.o is in great trouble. Two years ago
she had a light, with her husband, in
the course of which so much skin was
taken from her nose that some new
had to be grafted on. Recently she
made the horrifying discovery that α
fine coat of hair was growing in her
new nose and then learned that the
doctors at the hospital who had treated her had used skin from a human
scalp for grafting purposes. The poor
washerwoman then went to the courts
to ask for a divofrce, urging cruelty ns
cause, because It was her husband's
brutality which took the original skin
oft' lier nose which resulted In the
grafting, the hair and the ridicule of
her neighbors.

London Punch.

card

is a metropolitan
good as a daily,

AS

The

QnillN Make the newt Pen·.
A quill pen maker says that no pen
will do as line writing as the crow
quill. It requires the assistance of a
microscope to make a proper pen out of
such a quill, but when made it is of
wonderful delicacy.
The microscopic
writing told of In books of literary curiosities was all done with a crow quill.
The steel jtens of the present have very
fine points, but somehow a finer point
can t>e given to a quill than has ever
been put on a steel pen, and for delicacy nothing can equal It.

postal

a

as
newspaper for busy people, almost
and your Rural Free Delivery Carrie·
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news cf The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have n<.t
time for a dally newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a verv small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TKIBUNE is only 51.50 per year, but you can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

GOOD

by F. Λ. Shurtleff A Co.

seen lead pencils the
upper end of which have been chewed
into a brush, but children do not possess such ostrich stomachs us would
enable them to consume all the pencils
that disappear.
The Gloomy Sentries.
To and fro march the sentries in
front of IUickl«ghnin palace, meeting
face to face for a moment and then
separating without a word, as if their
feud were too deep for speech. This
spectacle is watched with sympathetic
interest by American visitors, who occasionally intervene. The sentries were
glaring at each other one morning when
a stranger standing close by remarked,
Another
"Come, boys, make it up!"
American proposed to heal the breach
with a little friendly conversation.
"Say, does your king live here?" he
opened genially. The two sentries
stared impassively and then resumed
their tramp.
Up came a policeman.
"Can I tell you anything, sir'/" said he.
"Yes." answered the American. "Tell
mo why these young hearts are silent
and sore.
Anyhow, why can't they
whistle, 'We never speak when we pass
byV' "—London Chronicle.

on

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

Kodol Digests What Yon Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervoul

got pencils
half length.

Young Wife (rather nervously)—Oh,
cook. I must really speak to you. Your
A NEW JERSEY EDITOR'S TESTI- master is always complaining. One day
It is the soup, the second day It is the
MONIAL.
third day it is the joint. In
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Philips- fish, the
burg, N. J., Daily Post, writes: "I have fact, it's always something or other.
Cook (with feeling»—Well, mum, I'm
used many kinds of medicines for coughs
and colds in my family but never any- sorry for you. It must be quite hawful
thing so good as Foley's Honey and Tar. to live with a gentlemun of that sort.—
Stevens, Oxfofïi.

Your name anil address

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, will

up? Possibly.
Everybody has

man—I'm afraid that would be considered an unfriendly act and might lead to
demands for further Indemnity."

I cannot say too much in praise of it."
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris. Orin

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.

heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to, but are the direct result of lndl·
the stomach
gestion. All food taken into ferments
and
which fails of perfect digestion
it
•wells the stomach, puffing up against the
heart. This Interferes with the action of
the heart, and In the course of time that
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.

ever

as

in an attractive mauner.
The regular price is *1.00 per year, but we will re
ccive
subscription for THE NEW-YOkk
your
TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own favorite
local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

covers

It Is a scientific fact that all cases of

tion.

far as a
They disappear before that stage Is
reached. What becomes of them nil?
Hundreds of thousands of them annually are lent to young children and
never seen again, but what do the children do with them? I)o they eat them
down

worn

is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farmers
and their families, and stands at the head of the agricultural press. It is a practical paper for practical farmers,
helping them to secure the largest possible profit from the
farm through practical methods.
it is entertaining, instructive and practically useful to
the farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose interests it

Weak
Hearts

proceeded to contend that
in a previous decision against him the
court was wholly wrong.
When a reply was in order Mr. Butler observed that counsel had seen lit
to make a quotation from a minor poet,
but th:;t in view of the line of argument adopte (1 by his adversary he was
disposed to refer him to the great English poet who rejoiced in the same

me."

on

LIBERAL
OFFER
OF
THE
YEAR.

supplies !

u

The New-York
Tribune Farmer

MOST

PHOTOGRAPH!'

9
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Mention thl* paper.

the complaint."
For sale by all druggists; 50 cents per
box. Foeter-MIlljuru Co., liuffalo, Ν. Ϊ.

"This is the sort of cnKiRrmont. you see.
Which Is hlnàing on you. but not binding

lie

Me
HOMER N. CHASE St CO., Auburn,
A. Main Street.

Mr. Joseph Clewley, of 47 Church street,
bookkeeper for J. K. Knox & Co., Lynn,
Mass.νmanufacturer* of dies and cutting
tools, wry«: "I used several prescript lone
from physicians, trying to Ret relief from
attacks of backache. The pain was In the
region of the kidneys, and the medicine
seemed to relieve me for the time being,
but It always returned. If I took cold it
was always worse, and at such times I
was downright sick. I had a severe attack
aud used 1 loan's Kidney I'llls. The first
box relieved me a great deal. Continuing
the treatment α short time longer I waa
entirely cured, and I have bad no return of

OAKITDAO

territory, outfit

necessary, exclusive
free. Apply at once.

Cure every kidney ill from
Common backache to diabetes.

Persons suffering from
indigestion,
dyspepsia, or other stomach trouble will
find that Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
what you oat and makes tho stomach
sweet. This remedy is a never failing
cure for Indigestion and Dyspepsia and
all complaints affecting the glands or
membranes of tho stomach or digestive
When you take Kodol Dyspepsia
tract.
Cure everything you oat tastes good, and
every bit of the nutriment that your food
contains is assimilated and appropriated
by the blood and tissues. Sold by F. /V.
.ShurtiefT & Co.

and all bronchial diseases. Refuse your catalogue well before planting.
Oxford.
F. A. Shurtleff «fc Co.,
Uefore cold weather sets in bo sure to
substitutes.
ness

Foley's Kidney Cure makes the diseased kidneys sound so they will elimiA little bit more would make It
Hints.
F. A.
nate poisons from the blood.
profitable. It is better to adverThere are few things more repulsive
Shurtleff & Co., South I'aris. Orin Stetise a little too much than not
to the sight than a sink that has lost its
vens, Oxford.
original luster by the accumulation of
quite enough.—Charles Austin
Ethel—"I saw sister sitting on your grease and grime on the surface. When
Home Telephone Call. 108 5.
Bates.
Andrews House Stable Call, 1IB-12.
the "goddess of the kitchen11 has her
lap last night and told mother."
"What in the world did you do that afternoon out, try this little experiment:
Some of our advertisers could
Black Stallion,
for?"
Dip a flannel cloth in coal-oil ; rub the
enlarge their «pec· with
"She told me to let her know when zinc well with it. Take it patch by
profit
there was any good news."
patch until there is a shimmer and shine
that reminds you of better days; now
Avoid serious results of kidney or rinse with hot soda water, and insist on
bladder disorder by takiug Foley'e Kid- the sink
being kept in that condition.
ney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
a
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
The oven was so hot that you burned
your hand on the top while removing
Robby—"Pop, did you know mamma tbe apple pies. If there is an egg conBy Dare Devil, record 2109.
Washing and ironing done in first very well before you married her?" Hen- venient, use the white, spread ft over
dam of Lord March,
Dam,
Will call for and peck—"No, I'm afraid not."
class manner.
the burn, cover with a soft cloth, and
2 :ii 1-2, and Point Dexter, 2 :ai 1-2.
deliver clothes in South Paris.
you will be surprised to see how eoon
STOPS THE COUGH
the smarting pain will cease.
Send for circular.
Address,
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

DECORATE,

NOTES

TIIEIR

Is solicitor. Address: Editor Homkmakkr·'
Column. Oxford Democrat. Parts. Maine.

iiuxion

Agent,

County,

Correspondence

HILLS,

From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July IS, 1902.

W. J. WHEELER,

m

OPTICIAN,

Jeweler and Graduate

Birds Sing

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

LO*T.

Commencing Monday, June

1903,

Wharf, Portland,

On the road between South Paris Boston,
1 tnd West Paris, a thin black shout* 7 P. M.
1 ler
Will the finder please
J. F.
cape.
Me.
] eave at the Democrat office.
The sulMcrlber hereby gives notice that she
| la* been dulv appointed executrix of the last
rill ami testament of
WII.LIAM CHUKCHI LI., Into of Summer,
the County of Oxford, deceased
AH
(η
| tenons having demands avalnst the estate
deceased are desired
if said
lo
present
lie same for settlement, mil all Indebted
are
to make
ι hereto
requested
payment
I m mediately.
ADDIE L. COLBY.
August 7th, 1903.

' Ne

Do all Kinds of.,

JOB PRINTING.
Atwood 4 Forbtt, South Parte*

S,

Franklin
leave
and India Wharf,

daily, Sundays

included,

at

Liscomb, Agent, Portland,

A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T.'A.
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l.

NOTICE.

<

steamers

Manager.

General

offices

Boston, Mass.

(
pAA|
VV/AL"

Foster's Wharf,

DO YOU WANT IT?
WK ABB

postal or telephone to
you a supply promptly.
A

W

NBVKB OUT.

us

will bring

WALKER &

SOUTH PARIS, BIB.

SON,

Ioe, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hsir, Brick,
Sand, *0.

